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AN ESTIMATE FOR SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS ON SL(3,R)
XIAOCHENG LI
Abstract. We prove an estimate for spherical functions φλ(a) on SL(3,R), establishing uni-
form decay in the spectral parameter λ when the group parameter a is restricted to a compact
subset of the abelian subgroup A. In the case of SL(3,R), it improves a result by J.J. Duis-
termaat, J.A.C. Kolk and V.S. Varadarajan by removing the limitation that a should remain
regular. As in their work, we estimate the oscillatory integral that appears in the integral
formula for spherical functions by the method of stationary phase. However, the major differ-
ence is that we investigate the stability of the singularities arising from the linearized phase
function by classifying their local normal forms when the parameters λ and a vary.
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1. Introduction
Let G be SL(3,R), a simple Lie group with real rank 2. We are going to introduce the common
setting of semisimple Lie groups for this specific group. Fix an Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN,
here K is SO(3), A is the subgroup of all diagonal matrices with positive diagonal entries, N is
the nilpotent subgroup of all upper triangular matrices with diagonal entries 1. Let g, k, a, n be
the Lie algebras of G,K,A,N, respectively. The Iwasawa projection H : G→ a is defined by that
for g ∈ G, H(g) is the unique element in a such that g = k · expH(g) · n, k ∈ K, n ∈ N.
Let B denote the Killing form on g. Let θ be the Cartan involution of g, θ(X) = −XT for
X ∈ g. We have the Cartan decomposition g = k+ p. Let q be the orthogonal complement of a
in p, p⊖a with respect to B. A norm on g is defined by ‖X‖ = (−B(X, θX))−1/2 for X ∈ g. Let
Σ be the set of roots of a. For α ∈ Σ , the corresponding root space is denoted by gα and we put
kα = k ∩ (gα + g−α), pα = p ∩ (gα + g−α). Take the Weyl chamber a
+ ⊆ a, which is consistent
with the chosen Iwasawa decomposition. Let Σ+ ⊆ Σ be the corresponding subset of positive
roots. Let a∗, resp. a∗
C
be the real, resp. complex dual space of a. a∗ is identified with a by the
restriction of B to a, denoted by a∗ ∋ λ→ λ∨ ∈ a. Put ρ = 12
∑
α∈Σ+
α ∈ a∗.
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Let M, resp. M′ be the centralizer, resp. normalizer of a in K. Let w denote the Weyl group
M′/M. The actions of w on a, a∗ are defined in the common way.
The (elementary) spherical functions on G are K-bi-invariant normalized eigenfunctions of
certain invariant differential operators on G. It is well-known that spherical functions play an
important role in the representation theory and harmonic analysis on semisimple Lie groups.
An integral formula for spherical functions proved by Harish-Chandra reads that for λ ∈ a∗
C
(1.1) φλ(g) =
∫
K
e(iλ−ρ)H(gk)dk, g ∈ G.
We call g the group parameter and λ the spectral parameter. Due to the K-bi-invariance of φλ,
we only need to consider its restriction to A. In the classical work of Harish-Chandra (cf. [7]), the
asymptotic behavior of spherical functions when the group parameter g goes to infinity has been
carefully studied. However, some analysis problems require the understanding of the asymptotic
behavior of spherical functions when the spectral parameter λ goes to infinity. One approach
for this problem was carried out by Duistermaat, Kolk and Varadarajan [4]. Their approach
employs the method of stationary phase and they achieve the estimate for general semisimple
Lie groups. Besides, their estimate is uniform in the spectral parameter λ but becomes not sharp
once allowing the group parameter to be singular. Nevertheless, this article is largely inspired
by their results and observations!
One major aim of this article is to prove the following asymptotic estimate for sphericial
functions on the specific group G = SL(3,R) which improves the result implied by [4].
Put Ω : a× a→ [1,∞):
Ω(H,H ′) =
∏
α∈Σ+
(1 + |α(H)α(H ′)|), (H,H ′) ∈ a× a.
Theorem 1.1. For any compact subset ω of a, there exists a positive constant Cω such that
(1.2) |φλ(expH)| ≤ Cω
∑
s∈w
Ω(s−1H,λ∨)−1/2,
for all H ∈ ω, λ ∈ a∗.
The estimate above only deals with λ ∈ a∗. Actually, Proposition 6.2 implies an estimate for
λ ∈ a∗
C
when the imaginary part of λ is bounded.
To illustrate the difference, we present the estimate implied by [4, Theorem 11.1] here. Let ω
be a compact subset of a. Put Σ+(ω) = {α ∈ Σ+|α(H) 6= 0, ∀H ∈ ω}. There exists a constant
Cω such that
(1.3) |φλ(expH)| ≤ Cω
∑
s∈w
∏
α∈Σ+(s−1ω)
(1 + |α(λ∨)|)−1/2,
for all H ∈ ω, λ ∈ a∗.
Comparing the estimates (1.2) and (1.3), our estimate does not involveΣ+(s−1ω) and α(s−1H)
is inserted in front of α(λ∨). When ω is inside a Weyl chamber, then |α(s−1H)| stays away from
0. So the two estimates are comparable after ignoring the implicit constants Cω. On the contrary,
when 0 ∈ ω, Σ+(s−1ω) = ∅ and estimate (1.3) only tells that the spherical function is bounded
while estimate (1.2) still gives uniform decay.
Now, let us discuss our approach to Theorem 1.1. As in [4], we study the following oscillatory
integral
(1.4)
∫
K
eiλ(H(expH·k))u(k)dk,
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for H ∈ a, λ ∈ a∗ and u ∈ C∞(K,C). Adopting the conventions of harmonic analysis, we call
λ(H(expH · k)) the phase function and u(k) the amplitude of this oscillatory integral. It is
clear that an estimate for general u implies an estimate for the spherical functions. A general
uniform decay estimate could be established because the method of stationary phase does not
demand accurate information of u. We mention that for fixed H and λ, it is not hard to derive
an O(t−
1
2
n(H,λ)) estimate for the upper bound at tλ as t → ∞. The difficulty is to make the
estimate uniform in both parameters, that is, allowing the group and spectral parameter to vary.
An essential observation is that n(H,λ) varies when the parameters H and λ vary.
Unlike in [4], we do not study the oscillatory integral (1.4) directly because the nonlinearity
of the Iwasawa projection makes the analysis complicated, which is reflected in [4]. Instead, with
the aid of a result by Duistermaat [5], we study a related oscillatory integral
(1.5)
∫
K
eiλ[prp,a(Ad(k
−1)H)]u(k)dk,
for H ∈ a, λ ∈ a∗ and u ∈ C∞(K,C). Here prp,a : p → a is the orthogonal projection with
respect to the restriction of B to p. Let H ′ ∈ a denote λ∨. We rewrite the phase function as
λ
[
prp,a
(
Ad(k−1)H
)]
= B(Ad(k−1)H,H ′) = B(H,Ad(k)H ′).
Here an interesting feature is that H and H ′ play almost the same role. Then the major result
of the article is the following.
Theorem 1.2. There exists a positive constant C such that∣∣∣∣
∫
K
eiB(H,Ad(k)H
′)u(k)dk
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C‖u‖C3(K,C)
∑
s∈w
Ω(s−1H,H ′)−1/2,
for all H,H ′ ∈ a and u ∈ C∞(K,C).
We point out that the norm ‖·‖C3(K,C) is not canonical. It is defined with the aid of a
fixed finite cover of local coordinate patches and a fixed finite C∞ partition of unity. Here the
compactness of K is used. Throughout our discussions, we assume this fixed norm.
The phase function B(H,Ad(k)H ′) could be expressed as tB(H1,Ad(k)H
′
1) for ‖H1‖ =
‖H ′1‖ = 1 and t > 0. The decay of the oscillatory integral mainly results from the increase
in t. Meanwhile, other parameters H1, H
′
1 also influence the decay since the critical set of
B(H1,Ad(k)H
′
1) varies in an ‘unstable’ manner as H1, H
′
1 switch from singular elements to reg-
ular elements. As the integral region K has dimension 3, this instability leads to obstacles to the
quantitative study of the oscillatory integral.
The novelty of the article is to resolve the instability by showing that the singularity of the
phase function is actually stable as the parameters vary. The stability of the singularity refers to
stable descriptions of the behavior of the phase function near the critical points. More precisely,
we uniformize the phase function into local normal forms, for instance, quadratic polynomials,
see Remark 4.6. Section 4 is devoted to this task and a delicate technique is developed there.
As a consequence, we manage to classify all the local normal forms concerning our estimate.
After sketching our approach, the curious readers may wonder why we focus on the particular
case G = SL(3,R) instead of general semisimple Lie groups. Let us explain the reason here.
First, it is not hard to modify Theorem 1.1 for general semisimple Lie groups and the author
expects that the general version does hold. However, the author admits there are challenges in
generalizing the method here and a general result is out of reach for the time being. Second, we
point out that the estimate in question is trivial when the real rank of the semisimple Lie group,
dim a is 1. Considering the higher rank cases, the author believes that the case for SL(3,R)
could serve as a prime example and a detailed study would provide helpful insights into general
higher rank cases. Moreover, although our method has various limitations, we believe it could
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be adapted to other groups especially when the real rank and the dimension of the maximal
compact subgroup are small.
Let us discuss some relevant literature besides [4] about the decay estimate for spherical
functions in the spectral parameter. Stanton and Tomas obtain a classic result [13, Theorem
2.1] for expansions of spherical functions on semisimple groups of real rank one. Clerc studies
the generalized Bessel functions in [2] which relates the oscillatory integral (1.5). Cowling and
Nevo obtain a relevant result [3, Theorem 1.1] but their setting requires complex semisimple Lie
groups. As mentioned before, the estimate implied by [4, Theorem 11.1] is trivial when 0 ∈ ω,
here ω is a compact subset of a. This weakness leads to difficulty in applications. In recent years,
due to applications in number theory, in order to alleviate this weakness, the result and method
in [4] have been reconsidered and some progress has been made. According to our knowledge,
we mention following results for readers’ convenience. Marshall obtains an estimate [10, Section
1.1] which is uniform in the group parameter while the spectral parameter is required to remain
regular. This result does not cover [4, Theorem 11.1] but could be viewed as a complementary
variant. The estimate obtained independently by Matz and Templier [11, Proposition 8.2], and
by Blomer and Pohl [1, Theorem 2] establishes the uniform decay allowing 0 ∈ ω. But the
exponent in their estimate is not sharp compared to [4, Theorem 11.1]. Finis and Matz obtain
an estimate [6, Proposition A.1] refining the result implied by [4, Theorem 11.1] by allowing H
to approach 0 ∈ a in a conic neighborhood [0, 1] · ω. The results above are achieved on general
groups but do not surpass our work on SL(3,R) in this article. If we restrict their results to
SL(3,R) and compare them with Theorem 1.1, our Theorem 1.1 is stronger. Moreover, our
approach is independent.
Finally, we outline the contents of sections. Section 2 covers preliminary results in differential
geometry. Besides settling notations and conventions, a notion of transversality and an operation
of projection are introduced. Section 3 collects basic properties of the phase function fH,H′(k) :=
B(H,Ad(k)H ′). Most of them could be found in [4, Section 1]. Section 4 is the bulk of the
article where we classify the local normal forms case by case. In order to avoid overlapping
work, the order of the cases is arranged for efficiency. Section 5 deals with the local estimates of
the oscillatory integral (1.5). Applying a multi-parameter stationary phase estimate, the local
estimates are immediate when the local normal forms are at our disposal. Section 6 discusses
the transition from the estimate for oscillatory integral (1.5) to the estimate for (1.4).
Acknowledgement: I would like to express my sincere gratitude to my PhD advisor Prof.
Simon Marshall for introducing me to this problem. Without his generous support and genuine
encouragement, this work would not be done! I am also indebted to Prof. Tobias Finis for
bringing the helpful result by Duistermaat [5] to my attention. Finally, I would like to thank
many friends and colleagues in the Department of Mathematics at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison for the inspirations they create and share.
2. Terminology and tools from differential geometry
All our manifolds are assumed to be smooth (in the C∞ sense), without boundary and finite-
dimensional. They need not be connected. By a submanifold of a manifold, we mean that the
inclusion map is an embedding. A submanifold need be neither a closed subset nor a closed
manifold. All our maps including functions and vector fields are assumed to be smooth unless
otherwise stated.
The sense of germs is extensively adopted in our study of local properties although it is
not literally stated. We consider germs of maps including germs of vector fields and germs of
submanifolds. We do not use the equivalence relation but simply restrict the domains of the
maps to open neighborhoods of a given point. If we use X to denote a manifold and X appears
several times in the argument, it may refer to different open submanifolds every time, especially
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when we introduce maps locally. The readers shall keep this point in mind to avoid confusions
about the well-definedness! Although it may be helpful to know how large the domains could
be, their local existence would suffice our needs in this article.
Now we introduce our notions of transversality between submanifolds and tangent vectors (or
vector fields) and the projection of tangent vectors (or vector fields) to submanifolds. These
tools are crucial to our reduction arguments from the ambient manifold to its submanifolds.
Let X be a manifold and let Y be a submanifold of X with codimension d. For y ∈ Y, we
identify the tangent space Ty(Y) with a subspace of the tangent space Ty(X). So the tangent
bundle T(Y) is identified with a submanifold of the tangent bundle T(X). Let f : X → C. We
denote its restriction to Y by f|Y : Y → C. Let v : X→ T(X) be a vector field on X. Its restriction
to Y, denoted by v|Y : Y → T(X) is a section of T(X) over Y. If v(y) ∈ Ty(Y) for all y ∈ Y, then
we call v tangent to Y and can identify v|Y with a vector field on Y.
Definition 2.1. Let y0 be a given point in Y and X1, X2, . . . , Xd ∈ Ty0(X). The collection of
tangent vectors {X1, X2, . . . , Xd} is called transverse to Y at y0 if
(2.1) Ty0(X) = Ty0(Y) + RX1 + RX2 + · · ·+ RXd,
here the right side is a direct sum.
Definition 2.2. Let the hypothesis of transversality in Definition 2.1 be fulfilled. For X ∈ Ty0(X),
its projection to Y with respect to {X1, X2, . . . , Xd}, denoted by prX,Y (X) ∈ Ty0(Y) is defined to
be the unique tangent vector corresponding to the Ty0(Y)-component in the summation, that is,
X = pr
X,Y (X) + a1X1 + a2X2 + · · ·+ adXd,
here a1, a2, . . . , ad ∈ R.
It is needless to say that X = pr
X,Y (X) when X ∈ Ty0(Y) ⊆ Ty0(X). The following lemma
gives an alternative definition of the projection of tangent vectors to submanifolds.
Lemma 2.3. Let the hypothesis of transversality in Definition 2.1 be fulfilled. Let κ : X→ Y×Rd
be a local fibration at y0, that is, κ(y) = (y, 0), y ∈ Y. Suppose κ satisfies
dκ(RX1 + RX2 + · · ·+ RXd) = T0(R
d) ⊆ T(y0,0)(Y × R
d).
Let π : X→ Y be the composition of κ and the projection Y × Rd → Y. Then we have
prX,Y (X) = dπ(X), X ∈ Ty0(X),
here prX,Y (X) is the projection of X to Y with respect to {X1, . . . , Xd}.
The following handy lemma indicates how we will take advantage of the notions above.
Lemma 2.4. Let the hypothesis of transversality in Definition 2.1 be fulfilled. Let f be a C∞
function on X and f|Y its restriction to Y. If X1f = X2f = · · · = Xdf = 0, then we have
pr
X,Y (X) (f|Y) = Xf, X ∈ Ty(X).
The statements from Definition 2.1 to Lemma 2.4 are made in the pointwise manner. However,
it is clear that we could employ them in the ‘local’ manner. Let v1, . . . , vd be vector fields on
X or defined in a neighborhood of y0 in X. We say that the collection of these vector fields is
transverse to Y at y0 if the collection of their values at y0, {v1(y0), . . . , vd(y0)} is transverse to Y
at y0. Then it is clear that there exists a neighborhood U of y0 in Y such that this transversality
holds for all y ∈ U . Let v be a vector field on X. Applying Definition 2.2 to v(y) for all y ∈ U ,
we get a map U → T(U) : y → prX,Y (v(y)). It is easy to see that this map is C
∞ and could
be identified with a vector field on the submanifold U . We denote it by pr
X,Y (v). Since we are
concerned with local properties, it is harmless to replace Y with U to restrict the domain. As
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our argument involves a lot of such manipulations, we would seldom specify the neighborhood
U and still use Y to denote it for saving notations. The readers shall be aware of our changes of
domains.
Remark 2.5. Let us give an explanatory remark regarding our definition of the transversality.
One well-known definition of transversality is defined for two submanifolds cf. Hirsch [8]. Let
Y,Z be two submanifolds of X. For y0 ∈ Y ∩ Z, Y and Z intersect transversally at y0 if Ty0(X) =
Ty0(Y)+Ty0(Z), here the sum need not be direct. In this article, we do not study the intersection
of submanifolds. The following is the typical scenario we face. We come up with a submanifold
Y in a natural way and have some vector fields on hand. We try to obtain a local fibration at
y0 ∈ Y, κ : X→ Y×Rd. This local fibration yields a family of submanifolds Zy := κ−1({y}×Rd)’s
which are parametrized smoothly by y ∈ Y. We have Ty(X) = Ty(Y) + Ty(Zy), here the sum is
direct.
Let X′ be another manifold. Let us consider the Cartesian product X× X′. We would like to
view it as a fiber bundle with the base space X and the fiber X′. Basically, we want X to be the
space of parameters, X′ the space within which we take the manipulations like the integration.
The tangent bundle T(X×X′) is canonically isomorphic to the Cartesian product T(X)× T(X′).
Then the vertical bundle is defined to be the subbundle X × T(X′). A tangent vector is called
vertical if it belongs to the vertical bundle. Let Y be a submanifold of X × X′. A section of the
tangent bundle T(X × X′) over Y is vertical if it is a section of the vertical bundle X × T(X′).
Furthermore, if this vertical section v is a vector field on Y, then its integral curves are along
the fibers. One kind of vertical vector fields comes from the canonical extension of a vector field
on X′ to X× X′. Let v be a vector field on X′. By a canonical extension of v, we mean a vector
field v˜ on X × X′ such that v˜(x, x′) := v(x′) ∈ Tx′(X′) = {x} × Tx′(X′) ⊆ T(x,x′)(X × X
′) for
(x, x′) ∈ X× X′. Finally, we name a simple fact. Let X ∈ {x} × Tx′(X′), let f1 ∈ C∞(X,C) and
let f2 ∈ C∞(X×X′,C). Then we have X(f1 · f2) = f1(x) ·Xf2, namely, we could pull the factor
f1 outside the differentiation.
3. Properties of the function fH,H′
For Y, Y ′ ∈ g, we consider the function
fY,Y ′ : K→ R, k → B(Y,Ad(k)Y
′).
On most occasions, we consider Y, Y ′ ∈ a or Y, Y ′ ∈ p.
In this section, we give a brief account of properties of fY,Y ′ . Most of them could be found
in [4, Section 1]. Here, they are included to make the article more self-contained and adapted
for our needs. Results in [4] are stated for general semisimple Lie groups and we only need their
validity for the specific case G = SL(3,R) and K = SO(3).
Due to the properties of the adjoint representation and the Killing form, we know that fY,Y ′
is KY -left-invariant and KY ′-right-invariant. Here KY , resp. KY ′ is the centralizer of Y , resp.
Y ′ in K, exactly the stabilizer subgroup of K with respect to Y , resp. Y ′.
For k0 ∈ K, we identify Tk0(K) with k = Te(K) by the left translation. Then for X ∈ Tk0(K) =
k, we have
XfY,Y ′ = B(Y,Ad(k0)[X,Y
′]) = fY,[X,Y ′](k0).
For X ∈ k, let XL be the left invariant vector field on K associated to X and let XR be the
right invariant vector field associated to X . Then we have that for k ∈ K,
(3.1) [XLfY,Y ′ ](k) = fY,[X,Y ′](k), [X
RfY,Y ′ ](k) = f[Y,X],Y ′(k).
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Here we use the fact that the Killing form is invariant under the adjoint action. Equation (3.1)
tells that if we differentiate fY,Y ′ with respect to a few left or right invariant vector fields, it
amounts to a recursion of calculating Lie brackets.
Now we focus on the situation Y = H ∈ a and Y ′ = H ′ ∈ a. For X ∈ k, we write X =∑
α∈Σ+ Xα + θXα, here Xα ∈ gα for α ∈ Σ
+. Equation (3.1) yields that for k ∈ K
(3.2) [XLfH,H′ ](k) =
∑
α∈Σ+
−α(H ′)fH,Xα−θXα(k),
(3.3) [XRfH,H′ ](k) =
∑
α∈Σ+
α(H)fXα−θXα,H′ (k).
Thus if we take X ∈ kα for some α ∈ Σ
+, we could extract a factor α(H ′), resp. α(H) from
differentiating fH,H′ : K → R with respect to XL, resp. XR. We point out that this plain fact
is going to play a significant role in our investigation of the stability of the singularities.
Remark 3.1. Generally speaking, when H turns singular, that is, α(H) goes to 0 for some
α ∈ Σ+, we could use the right invariant vector field XR for X ∈ kα to resolute the singularity
coming from H. Accordingly, when H ′ turns singular, we could use the left invariant vector
field to resolute singularity coming from H ′. This strategy is very helpful in the study of the
singularities and their stability. However, it is not sufficient to handle all the cases for the
following reason. Our problem concerns the singularities when H and H ′ both vary. Using left
or right invariant vector field could only resolute the singularity from one side. In order to
deal with the singularities arising from the both sides simultaneously, we shall incorporate facts
in Lie groups and Lie algebras. Some of these facts are easily observed in the particular case
G = SL(3,R).
To apply the method of stationary phase to the estimate of the oscillatory integral (1.5), we
shall locate the critical set of fH,H′ .
Lemma 3.2 ([4] Proposition 1.2). The critical set of fH,H′ is equal to⋃
s∈w
KHsKH′ ,
here KHsKH′ is the double coset {k1ksk2|k1 ∈ KH , ks ∈ s, k2 ∈ KH′}.
It is clear that M ⊆ KH for any H ∈ a. In fact, [4, Proposition 1.2] tells that
KH = MK
0
H = K
0
HM,
here K0H is the connected component that containing the identity element of KH . For s ∈ w, H ∈
a, we have KHs = sKs−1H .
Fix s ∈ w, KHsKH′ viewed as a topological subspace of K may not be connected. Neverthelss,
its connected components could be identified with closed submanifolds of K and are diffeomorphic
to each other via either left or right translations. Thus it makes sense to view KHsKH′ as a
submanifold of K. As it consists of critical points of fH,H′ , we call it a critical manifold of fH,H′ .
Let s ∈ w vary. [4, Proposition 1.3] calculates the dimension of the critical manifold KHsKH′
which depends on H,H ′ and s. It tells that the critical set of fH,H′ is a union of critical manifolds
which may have different dimensions. [4, Proposition 1.4] computes the Hessian of fH,H′ at the
critical points and [4, Corollary 1.5] tells that fH,H′ is a Morse-Bott function on K.
In order to establish uniform estimate for the oscillatory integral (1.5), we shall study the
deformation of fH,H′ when H,H
′ vary. As explained in [4, Remark 1.6], the dependence of the
critical set of fH,H′ on the parameters H,H
′ has a highly nongeneric rigidity! When H,H ′ vary
around the root hyperplanes, the dimension of the critical manifolds could change abruptly. This
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unstable feature in the qualitative aspect leads to the challenge in establishing a uniform and
sharp estimate for the oscillatory integral in the quantitative aspect.
Now, we look closer at our specific case G = SL(3,R). The centralizer of a in K, M and the
normalizer of a in K, M′ are discrete subgroups of K. If H,H ′ are both regular, then the critical
set of fH,H′ is equal to M
′ and fH,H′ is a Morse function on K. For H ∈ a singular and not 0,
KH is a Lie subgroup of K with dimension 1. It is obvious that K
0
H is abelian. For H,H
′ ∈ a
not 0, s ∈ w, KHsKH′ as a critical manifold of fH,H′ has dimension at most 2.
4. Local normal forms
FixH,H ′ ∈ a. Morse lemma or Morse-Bott lemma gives the local normal forms of fH,H′ at the
critical points. Namely, under a suitable coordiniate system, fH,H′ is expressed as a quadratic
form plus a constant.
Our problem concerns the deformation of fH,H′ as the parameters H,H
′ vary. We seek a
family of local coordinate systems depending on parameters H,H ′ smoothly such that fH,H′ is
uniformized into a normal form.
As a × a has dimension 4, we need 4 real numbers to parametrize it. Due to the linearity of
the Killing form and other considerations, we make the following setting.
Let H1, H
′
1 ∈ a with ‖H1‖ = ‖H
′
1‖ = 1. Take H2, H
′
2 ∈ a such that {H1, H2} and {H
′
1, H
′
2}
are orthonormal bases of a. Consider the maps
R
2 → a, (b1, b2)→ b1(H1 + b2H2),
R
2 → a, (c1, c2)→ c1(H
′
1 + c2H
′
2).
They are not surjective since RH2 or RH
′
2 are not included in the range. If the domain is
restricted to R × (−ε, ε) for ε > 0, its image is a conic subset (a sector) in a. With different
orthonormal bases, we have different conic subsets of a which cover the entire a.
Put S1 = R×R×K which is viewed as a fiber bundle with the base space R×R and fiber K.
We put f1 : S1 → R,
f1(b2, c2; k) = B(H1 + b2H2,Ad k(H
′
1 + c2H
′
2)).
Our task is to get local normal forms of f1 : S1 → R at (0, 0; k0) for any critical point k0 of
fH1,H′1 and for all H1, H
′
1 ∈ a with ‖H1‖ = ‖H
′
1‖ = 1. We first study the difficult case when
H1, H
′
1 are both singular, then move to the simpler case when either H1 or H
′
1 is regular. The
advantage of this order is that the preceding work overlaps the succeeding one.
We remark that concerning the stability of the singularity we deal with, Morse lemma with
parameters does not apply since the nondegenercy condition does not hold. However, the readers
should be able to find in our argument the spirit of the classical proof of Morse lemma by
reduction.
4.1. H1 and H
′
1 are both singular. If k0 ∈ K is a critical point of fH1,H′1 , then k0 is contained
in a critical manifold KH1sKH′1 for some s ∈ w. The critical manifold KH1sKH′1 has dimension
either 1 or 2 at k0. In this section, we first discuss the situation when it has dimension 1, then
discuss the situation when it has dimension 2.
The critical manifold KH1sKH′1has dimension 1, if and only if Ks−1H1 = KH′1 . It is also
equivalent to s−1H1 = ±H ′1 as we have assumed that ‖H1‖ = ‖H
′
1‖ = 1. We have KH1sKH′1 =
KH1s = sKH′1 . We consider the partition
KH1sKH′1 = (KH1sKH′1 ∩M
′) ∪ (KH1sKH′1\M
′).
We first work on the local normal forms of f1 for k0 ∈ KH1sKH′1∩M
′, then for k0 ∈ KH1sKH′1\M
′.
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Theorem 4.1. Assume k0 is contained in the critical manifold KH1sKH′1 which has dimension
1. We arrange the positive roots α1, α2, α3 in the way such that α3 is the unique positive root
with sα3(H1) = α3(H
′
1) = 0. If k0 ∈ KH1sKH′1 ∩M
′, then there exists a local coordinate system
at (0, 0; k0), κ : S1 → R
5 which preserves the parameters, that is, κ(b2, c2; k) = (b2, c2; ·). κ
satisfies
f1 ◦ κ
−1(b2, c2; x˜1, x˜2, x˜3) = f1(b2, c2; k0)−
1
2
sα1(H)α1(H
′)x˜21
−
1
2
sα2(H)α2(H
′)x˜22 −
1
2
ǫ · sα3(H)α3(H
′)x˜23,
here H = H1 + b2H2, H
′ = H ′1 + c2H
′
2 and ǫ is a constant ±1 which is determined explicitly.
Besides, κ always maps (b2, c2; k0) to (b2, c2; 0, 0, 0).
Under the local coordinate system κ, f1 ◦ κ−1 becomes a quadratic polynomial. The local
normal form refers to that. In the formula, sα1(H), sα2(H), α1(H
′), α2(H
′) stay away from 0 so
they could be replaced by ±1 after a trivial modification of κ. They are included for the purpose
of consistency.
Proof. According to our arrangement of the positive roots, sα1(H1),sα2(H1),α1(H
′
1),α2(H
′
1) are
all not 0.
For k0 ∈ KH1sKH′1 ∩M
′ = KH1s ∩M
′, k0 = k1ks with k1 ∈ M′H1 , ks ∈ s. So Ad(k
−1
0 )H1 =
s−1H1. As Ad(k
−1
1 )H1 = H1, Ad(k
−1
1 )H2 = ±H2. Let ǫ = Ad(k
−1
1 )H2/H2. Note RH2 =
R(sα3)
∨.
Let {X1, X2, X3} be an orthonormal basis of k such that Xi ∈ kαi for i = 1, 2, 3. We take the
left invariant vector fields XL1 , X
L
2 , X
L
3 on K. Let v1,1, v1,2, v1,3 be their canonical extensions to
S1 = R× R×K.
We construct the first local coordinate x˜1 : S1 → R. We give a list of manipulations together
with the facts supporting the manipulations.
(1a). Consider the function v1,1f1 : S1 → R,
[v1,1f1](b2, c2; k) = B(H1 + b2H2,Ad k[X1, H
′
1 + c2H
′
2])
= −α1(H
′
1 + c2H
′
2)B(H1 + b2H2,Ad k(X1,α1 − θX1,α1)),
We see that v1,1f1 is a product of two functions on S1. We put µ1,1, g1,1 : S1 → R by
(4.1) µ1,1(b2, c2; k) := −α1(H
′
1 + c2H
′
2),
(4.2) g1,1(b2, c2; k) := B(H1 + b2H2,Ad k(X1,α1 − θX1,α1)).
Note that µ1,1 only depends on c2 and g1,1 does not depend on c2. The point of factoring
out terms like µ1,1 is that if b2, c2 are fixed, these terms are treated as constants, but
when b2, c2 vary, they may carry the singularity of b2, c2. Here µ1,1 does not carry the
singularity for α1(H
′
1) 6= 0.
(1b). We show that the function g1,1 : S1 → R vanishes at (b2, c2; k0) ∈ S1 and g1,1 is a
submersion at (0, 0; k0).
Evaluate g1,1 at (b2, c2; k0),
g1,1(b2, c2; k0) = B(Ad k
−1
0 (H1 + b2H2), X1,α1 − θX1,α1).
k0 ∈M′ so Ad k
−1
0 (H1 + b2H2) ∈ a. As X1,α1 − θX1,α1 ∈ q, g1,1(b2, c2; k0) is 0.
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To show that g1,1 is a submersion at (0, 0; k0), we show [v1,1g1,1](0, 0; k0) 6= 0.
[v1,1g1,1](0, 0; k0) = B(H1,Ad k0[X1, X1,α1 − θX1,α1 ])
= B([Ad k−10 H1, X1], X1,α1 − θX1,α1)
= sα1(H1) 6= 0.
(1c). As g1,1 is a submersion at (0, 0; k0), the implicit function theorem tells that the level set
g−11,1({0}) is locally a submanifold of S1 through (0, 0; k0) and we denote it by S2. S2 has
codimension 1 in S1. According to the fact that g1,1(b2, c2; k0) = 0 in (1b), the subset
{(b2, c2, k0) ∈ S2} could be identified with a 2-dimension submanifold of S2. We also
know that v1,1 is transverse to S2 at (0, 0; k0) since [v1,1g1,1](0, 0; k0) 6= 0. Hence we can
assume that v1,1 is transverse to S2 everywhere by replacing S2 with a sufficiently small
(open) neighborhood of (0, 0; k0) in S2.
(1d). The flow generated by v1,1 which is a map S1 × R → S1 induces a local fibration at
(0, 0; k0), κ1 : S1 → S2 × R, s1 → (s2, t1). κ1 satisfies dκ1(v1,1) = ∂/∂t1 and κ1(s2) =
(s2, 0) for s2 ∈ S2. Let π1 : S1 → S2 be the composition of κ1 and the projection
S2 × R → S2. It is obvious that dπ1(v1,1) = 0. We point out that the local fibration
κ1 preserves the parameters, that is, if κ1(s1) = (s2, t1) and s1 = (b2, c2; k), then s2 =
(b2, c2; ·). It is true because the vector field v1,1 is vertical so the flow is along the fiber
K.
We consider the function (f1− f1 ◦π1) ◦κ
−1
1 : S2×R→ R. We show it vanishes along
S2 × {0} up to the first order, that is, for (s2, 0) ∈ S2 × R,
[(f1 − f1 ◦ π1) ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, 0) = 0, ∂t1 [(f1 − f1 ◦ π1) ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, 0) = 0.
It vanishes along S2×{0} because for s2 ∈ S2, we have κ
−1
1 (s2, 0) = s2 and π1(s2) = s2.
In order to show that the first order derivative in variable t1 vanishes along S2× {0},
we rewrite
∂t1 [(f1 − f1 ◦ π1) ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1) = ∂t1 [f1 ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1)
= [(v1,1f1) ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1)
= [µ1,1 ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1) · [g1,1 ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1),
where (s2, t1) ∈ S2 × R. By the definition of S2, we know the factor g1,1 ◦ κ
−1
1 vanishes
on S2 × {0}, so does ∂t1 [(f1 − f1 ◦ π1) ◦ κ
−1
1 ].
As the fibration κ1 preserves the parameters and µ1,1 only depends on c2, we have
[µ1,1 ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1) = µ1,1(s2). Thus we can replace [µ1,1 ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1) by µ1,1(s2) in the
expression of the first order derivative above, here µ1,1(s2) should be viewed as a function
on S2 × R but is independent of t1.
We also consider the second order derivative ∂2t1 [(f1−f1◦π1)◦κ
−1
1 ] and show ∂
2
t1 [(f1−
f1 ◦ π1) ◦ κ
−1
1 ]((0, 0; k0), 0) not 0. Then we ensure that the second order derivative stays
away from 0 everywhere by restricting to a sufficiently small (open) neighborhood of
((0, 0; k0), 0) in S2 × R. We write
∂2t1 [(f1 − f1 ◦ π1) ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1) = ∂t1 [µ1,1(s2) · g1,1 ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1)
= µ1,1(s2) · [(v1,1g1,1) ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1),
which tells that it is a product of two functions. Since µ1,1(0, 0; k0) = −α1(H ′1) 6= 0 and
[v1,1g1,1](0, 0; k0) = sα1(H1) 6= 0, the second order derivative at ((0, 0; k0), 0) is not 0.
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(1e). We apply the Taylor’s formula to (f1 − f1 ◦ π1) ◦ κ
−1
1 : S2 × R→ R in the variable t1,
[(f1 − f1 ◦ π1) ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1) =
1
2
t21
∫ 1
0
2(1− z)∂2t1 [(f1 − f1 ◦ π1) ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1z)dz
=
1
2
µ1,1(s2)t
2
1
∫ 1
0
2(1− z)[(v1,1g1,1) ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1z)dz.
We insert sα1(H1 + b2H2) into the right side of the equation
1
2
µ1,1(s2)sα1(H1 + b2H2)t
2
1
1
sα1(H1 + b2H2)
·
∫ 1
0
2(1− z)[(v1,1g1,1) ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1z)dz,
here sα1(H1+b2H2) should be viewed as a function on S2×R which only depends on the
b2 component of s2. The division by sα1(H1 + b2H2) makes sense because sα1(H1) 6= 0
implies that sα1(H1+b2H2) stays away from 0 when |b2| is sufficiently small or we replace
S2 by a sufficiently small neighborhood of (0, 0; k0) in S2.
For the purpose of uniformization, we introduce a local diffeomorphism at ((0, 0; k0), 0),
S2 × R→ S2 × R, (s2, t1)→ (s2, t˜1), by setting
t˜1(s2, t1) = t1
[ 1
sα1(H1 + b2H2)
∫ 1
0
2(1− z)[(v1,1g1,1) ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1z)dz
]1/2
,
here taking the square root makes sense because at ((0, 0; k0), 0) ∈ S2 × R, the term
inside the square root is equal to
1
sα1(H1)
∫ 1
0
2(1− z)[v1,1g1,1](0, 0; k0)dz =
∫ 1
0
2(1− z)dz = 1,
which tells the existence of a small neighborhood where the term inside the square root
remains positive.
Let κ˜1 : S1 → S2 × R, s1 → (s2, t˜1) be the (local) composition of κ1 and the map
above. It is also a local fibration at (0, 0; k0). We have that for (b2, c2; k) ∈ S1,
[f1 − f1 ◦ π1](b2, c2; k) = −
1
2
sα1(H1 + b2H2)α1(H
′
1 + c2H
′
2)t˜
2
1,
which could be rewritten as
f1(b2, c2; k) = f1 ◦ π1(b2, c2; k)−
1
2
sα1(H1 + b2H2)α1(H
′
1 + c2H
′
2)t˜
2
1.
The first local coordinate x˜1 : S1 → R is the t˜1 component.
Next, we construct the second local coordinate x˜2 : S1 → R. We list the manipulations and
facts as well.
(2a). We know that v1,1 is transverse to S2 everywhere in (1c). Thus we can take the projec-
tions of v1,2, v1,3 to S2 with respect to v1,1 and we denote the projections by v2,2, v2,3.
They are vertical vector fields on S2. Precisely, under the identification of T(S2) with a
submanifold of T(S1), v2,2 and v2,3 are vertical pointwisely.
(2b). Consider the function v1,2f1 : S1 → R. As in (1a), it could be written as a product of
two functions µ1,2, g1,2 : S1 → R,
[v1,2f1](b2, c2; k) = µ1,2(b2, c2; k)g1,2(b2, c2; k),
µ1,2(b2, c2; k) := −α2(H
′
1 + c2H
′
2),
g1,2(b2, c2; k) := B(H1 + b2H2,Ad k(X2,α2 − θX2,α2)).
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We remind that α2(H
′
1) 6= 0 according to our choice of α2. Let f2 : S2 → R be the
restriction of f1 : S1 → R to S2. Since v1,1f1 vanishes on S2, Lemma 2.4 tells that
[v2,2f2](b2, c2; k) = [v1,2f1](b2, c2; k), (b2, c2; k) ∈ S2.
Let µ2,2, g2,2 : S2 → R be the restrictions of µ1,2, g1,2 : S1 → R to S2. The function
v2,2f2 : S2 → R is the product of two functions µ2,2, g2,2 : S2 → R.
(2c). We show that the function g2,2 : S2 → R vanishes at (b2, c2; k0) ∈ S2 and g2,2 is a
submersion at (0, 0; k0). g2,2(b2, c2; k0) is always 0 for the same reason in (1b). To prove
the later, we shall be more careful. We show [v2,2g2,2](0, 0; k0) is not 0 indirectly. We
first show that [v1,1g1,2](0, 0; k0) is 0. We have
[v1,1g1,2](0, 0; k0) = B([Ad k
−1
0 (H1), X1], X2,α2 − θX2,α2).
Ad k−10 (H1) ∈ a, so [Ad k
−1
0 (H1), X1] ∈ pα1 . WhileX2,α2−θX2,α2 ∈ pα2 , so [v1,1g1,2](0, 0; k0)
is 0. Then we show [v1,2g1,2] is not 0. We have
[v1,2g1,2](0, 0; k0) = B([Ad k
−1
0 (H1), X2], X2,α2 − θX2,α2)
= sα2(H1) 6= 0.
Then Lemma 2.4 tells that [v2,2g2,2](0, 0; k0) is equal to [v1,2g1,2](0, 0; k0), so it is not 0.
(2d). As g2,2 : S2 → R is a submersion at (0, 0; k0), the implicit function theorem tells that the
level set g−12,2({0}) is locally a submanifold of S2 through (0, 0; k0) and let us denote it by
S3. S3 has codimension 1 in S2. (2c) tells that g2,2(b2, c2; k0) is always 0, so the subset
{(b2, c2; k0) ∈ S3} could be identified with a submanifold of S3. As v2,2 is transverse
to S3 at (0, 0; k0), we could ensure that the transversality holds everywhere on S3 as in
(1c).
(2e). The flow generated by v2,2 induces a local fibration at (0, 0; k0), κ2 : S2 → S3 × R,
s2 → (s3, t2). κ2 satisfies dκ2(v2,2) = ∂/∂t2 and κ2(s3) = (s3, 0) for s3 ∈ S3. The
local fibration κ2 preserves the parameters as well as in (1d). Let π2 : S2 → S3 be the
composition of κ2 and the projection S3 × R→ S3. It is clear that dπ2(v2,2) = 0.
As in (1d), we also have that the function (f2 − f2 ◦ π2) ◦ κ
−1
2 : S3 × R→ R vanishes
along S3 × {0} up to the first order. It is clear that [(f2 − f2 ◦ π2) ◦ κ
−1
2 ](s3, 0) = 0
for (s3, 0) ∈ S3 × R. In order to show that ∂t2 [(f2 − f2 ◦ π2) ◦ κ
−1
2 ](s3, 0) = 0 for
(s3, 0) ∈ S3 × R, we write
∂t2 [(f2 − f2 ◦ π2) ◦ κ
−1
2 ](s3, t2) = ∂t2 [f2 ◦ κ
−1
2 ](s3, t2)
= [µ2,2 ◦ κ
−1
2 ](s3, t2) · [g2,2 ◦ κ
−1
2 ](s3, t2).
For the same reason in (1d), the first order derivative vanishes along S3 × {0}. We can
replace the function [µ2,2 ◦ κ
−1
2 ](s3, t2) by the function µ2,2(s3) in the expression of the
first order derivative as well as in (1d). We also get
∂2t2 [(f2 − f2 ◦ π2) ◦ κ
−1
2 ](s3, t2) = µ2,2(s3) · [(v2,2g2,2) ◦ κ
−1
2 ](s3, t2).
Furthermore, [v2,2g2,2](0, 0; k0) is not 0 and µ2,2(0, 0; k0) is not 0. Thus we can ensure
that the second order derivative (in variable t2) stays away from 0 in a neighborhood of
((0, 0; k0), 0) in S3 × R.
(2f). We almost repeat the procedure in (1e). We have a local fibration at (0, 0; k0), κ˜2 : S2 →
S3 × R, s2 → (s3, t˜2) such that for (s3, t˜2) ∈ S3 × R,
[(f2 − f2 ◦ π2) ◦ κ˜
−1
2 ](s3, t˜2)
= −
1
2
sα2(H1 + b2H2)α2(H
′
1 + c2H
′
2)t˜
2
2.
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To obtain the second local coordinate x˜2 : S1 → R, we take the (local) composition
S1
κ˜1−→ S2 × R
(κ˜2,id)
−−−−→ S3 × R× R,
which is also a local fibration at (0, 0; k0), S1 → S3 × R2. Then x˜2 : S1 → R will be the
composition of π1 : S1 → S2 and t˜2 : S2 → R.
The function f1 : S1 → R could be written in sums
f1 = f1 ◦ π1 + (f1 − f1 ◦ π1)
= f2 ◦ π1 + (f1 − f1 ◦ π1)
= f2 ◦ π2 ◦ π1 + (f2 − f2 ◦ π2) ◦ π1 + (f1 − f1 ◦ π1),
here we used the fact that the function f1 ◦ π1 : S1 → R is the same as f2 ◦ π1 : S1 → R.
In view of the first and second local coordinates, we have
f1(b2, c2; k) = f2 ◦ π2 ◦ π1(b2, c2; k)
−
1
2
sα1(H)α1(H
′)x˜21 −
1
2
sα2(H)α2(H
′)x˜22,
here H and H ′ are put as in the statement of the theorem.
The next task is to construct the third local coordinate x˜3 : S1 → R. Once we achieve that, we
will almost be done. Before we list the manipulations and facts, we claim that S3 is an open
submanifold of R × R × KH1sKH′1 . We note that S3 has dimension 3 which is the same as the
dimension of R× R×KH1sKH′1 . To prove this claim, it suffices to show that g1,1 : S1 → R and
g2,2 : S2 → R both vanish on R × R × KH1sKH′1 . We single out this fact as Lemma 4.2 and
present it after finishing the theorem.
We list the manipulations and facts as well.
(3a). We showed that v2,2 is transverse to S3 everywhere in (2d). Thus we can take the
projection of v2,3 to S3 with respect to v2,2 and denote it by v3,3. We want to show
that v3,3 coincides with the restriction of v1,3 to S3. First, v1,3 is tangent to S3 (or
R×R×KH1sKH′1) since the left invariant vector field X
L
3 is tangent to KH1sKH′1 = sKH′1 .
Thus the restriction of v2,3 (which is the projection of v1,3) to (R×R×KH1sKH′1) ∩ S2
coincides with the restriction of v1,3 to (R× R× KH1sKH′1) ∩ S2. Here, the restrictions
make sense because (R × R × KH1sKH′1) ∩ S2 is identified with a submanifold of S2.
Again, v3,3 which is the projection of v2,3 coincides with the restriction of v2,3 to S3,
thus it coincides with the restriction of v1,3 to S3.
(3b). Let f3 : S3 → R be the restriction of the function f1 : S1 → R (or f2 : S2 → R) to
S3. Consider the function v3,3f3 : S3 → R. Here we can evaluate v3,3f3 directly without
resorting to Lemma 2.4 and have
[v3,3f3](b2, c2; k) = [v1,3f1](b2, c2; k), (b2, c2; k) ∈ S3
because v3,3 is the restriction of v1,3 and f3 : S3 → R is the restriction of f1 : S3 → R.
Thus it is equal to
−α3(H
′
1 + c2H
′
2)B(H1 + b2H2,Ad k(X3,α3 − θX3,α3)).
We look closer at the second factor,
B(H1,Ad k(X3,α3 − θX3,α3)) + b2B(H2,Ad k(X3,α3 − θX3,α3)).
We show that the first term in the sum is always 0 for k ∈ KH1s. k ∈ KH1s, so
Ad k−1H1 = s
−1H1. We have
B(H1,Ad k(X3,α3 − θX3,α3)) = B(s
−1H1, X3,α3 − θX3,α3) = 0.
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Thus the function v3,3f3 : S3 → R is a product of the following two functions
(4.3) µ3,3(b2, c2; k) := −α3(H
′
1 + c2H
′
2)b2 = −b2c2α3(H
′
2),
(4.4) g3,3(b2, c2; k) := B(H2,Ad k(X3,α3 − θX3,α3)).
We point out that µ3,3 : S3 → R only depends on b2, c2 while g3,3 : S3 → R only depends
on k. Furthermore, µ3,3 : S3 → R carries the singularity b2 · c2.
(3c). We show that g3,3 : S3 → R vanishes at (b2, c2; k0) ∈ S3 and g3,3 is a submersion at
(0, 0; k0). According to the expression of g3,3, it is clear that g3,3 vanishes at (b2, c2; k0).
Then we show [v3,3g3,3](0, 0; k0) is not 0. Because we have the exact expressions of g3,3
and v3,3, we get
[v3,3g3,3](0, 0; k0) = B([Ad(k
−1
0 )H2, X3], X3,α3 − θX3,α3)
= ǫ · sα3(H2).
Since H2 is regular, sα3(H2) is not 0.
(3d). As g3,3 is a submersion at (0, 0; k0), the level set g
−1
3,3({0}) is locally a submanifold of S3
and we denote it by S4. In fact, S4 is an open submanifold of R × R × {k0} because
g3,3 vanishes at (R×R× {k0}) ∩ S3 and R×R× {k0} has the same dimension 2 as S4.
Furthermore, it is obvious that v3,3 is transverse to S4 everywhere.
(3e). The flow generated by v3,3 induces a local fibration at (0, 0; k0), κ3 : S3 → S4 ×R, s3 →
(s4, t3). Let π3 : S3 → S4 be the composition of κ3 and the projection S4 × R → S4.
Indeed, π3 simply sends (b2, c2; k) ∈ S3 to (b2, c2; k0) ∈ S4 due to exact expressions of
S3 and S4. It is immediate to see that (f3 − f3 ◦ π3) ◦ κ
−1
3 : S4 × R → R vanishes along
S4 × {0} up to the first order, that is, for (s4, 0) ∈ S4 × R,
[(f3 − f3 ◦ π3) ◦ κ
−1
3 ](s4, 0) = 0, ∂t3 [(f3 − f3 ◦ π3) ◦ κ
−1
3 ](s4, 0) = 0.
Furthermore, we have
∂t3 [(f3 − f3 ◦ π3) ◦ κ
−1
3 ](s4, t3) = [µ3,3 ◦ κ
−1
3 ](s4, t3) · [g3,3 ◦ κ
−1
3 ](s4, t3)
= µ3,3(s4) · [g3,3 ◦ κ
−1
3 ](s4, t3).
Let us emphasize the significance of factoring out the term [µ3,3◦κ
−1
3 ](s4, t3) and replacing
it with µ3,3(s4). They help us resolve the singularity of b2c2.
We look at the second order derivative in variable t3,
∂2t3
[
(f3 − f3 ◦ π3) ◦ κ
−1
3
]
(s4, t3)
= µ3,3(s4)[(v3,3g3,3) ◦ κ
−1
3 ](s4, t3).
We know that [v3,3g3,3](b2, c2; k0) is never 0.
(3f). We apply the Taylor’s formula to (f3− f3 ◦π4) ◦κ
−1
3 : S4×R→ R in the t3 variable and
get
[(f3 − f3 ◦ π3) ◦ κ
−1
3 ](s4, t3)
= µ3,3(s4)
t23
2
∫ 1
0
2(1− z)[(v3,3g3,3) ◦ κ
−1
3 ](s4, t3z)dz.
We point out that µ3,3(s4) = −b2c2α3(H ′2) with α3(H
′
2) 6= 0. It is crucial to have both
the factors b2, c2 outside the integral which permits us to later take the square root
without involving singularities.
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We insert a constant ǫ · sα3(H2) 6= 0 into the equation. The right side of the equation
becomes
−
1
2
ǫ · b2sα3(H2)c2α3(H
′
2)
t23
ǫ · sα3(H2)
·
∫ 1
0
2(1− z)[(v3,3g3,3) ◦ κ
−1
3 ](s4, t3z)dz.
Beware that b2sα3(H2)c2α3(H
′
2) = sα3(H1 + b2H2)α3(H
′
1 + c2H
′
2). Put
t˜3(s4, t3) = t3
[
1
ǫ · sα3(H2)
∫ 1
0
2(1− z)[(v3,3g3,3) ◦ κ
−1
3 ](s4, t3z)dz
]1/2
.
Then we get a local fibration at ((0, 0; k0), 0), κ˜3 : S3 → S4 × R, s3 → (s4, t˜3) such that
for (s4, t3) ∈ S4 × R,
[(f3 − f3 ◦ π3) ◦ κ˜
−1
3 ](s4, t˜3) = −
1
2
ǫ · sα3(H)α3(H
′)t˜23.
To get the third local coordinate x˜3 : S1 → R we shall take the (local) composition
S1
κ˜1−→ S2 × R
(κ˜2,id)
−−−−→ S3 × R
2 (κ˜3,id
2)
−−−−−→ S4 × R
3.
With local coordinates x˜1, x˜2, x˜3 : S1 → R, we have that for (b2, c2; k) ∈ S1,
f1(b2, c2; k) = f3 ◦ π3 ◦ π2 ◦ π1(b2, c2; k)−
1
2
sα1(H)α1(H
′)x˜21
−
1
2
sα2(H)α2(H
′)x˜22 −
1
2
ǫ · sα3(H)α3(H
′)x˜23.
Note that π3 ◦ π2 ◦ π1(b2, c2; k) = (b2, c2, k0). So the expression above is exactly the equation in
the statement.
Finally, we conclude our proof by adding the last two coordinates (b2, c2; k) → b2 and
(b2, c2; k) → c2. We shall look at the map S4 → R
2, (b2, c2; k0) → (b2, c2). The projection
is a local diffeomorphism at (0, 0; k0) because S4 is an open submanifold of R×R× {k0}. Then
the (local) composition
S1 → · · · → S4 × R
3 → R2 × R3
gives the local coordinate system we seek after arranging the components in the suitable order.
Furthermore, it is clear that (b2, c2; k0) is always mapped to (b2, c2; 0, 0, 0). 
Lemma 4.2. Let H ∈ a be singular and not 0 and let α be the unique positive root that vanishes
at H. Then we have
B(H1,Ad k(X)) = 0, H1 ∈ a, k ∈ KH , X ∈ q⊖ pα
Proof. B(H1,Ad k(X)) = B(Ad k
−1H1, X). For k ∈ KH ⊆ GH and H1 ∈ a ⊆ zg(H) = Lie(GH),
Ad k−1H1 ∈ zg(H)∩p. We know zg(H) = a⊕gα⊕g−α. So Ad k
−1H1 ∈ a⊕pα. While X ∈ q⊖pα,
B(Ad k−1H1, X) is 0. 
Now we move to the local normal forms of f1 for k0 ∈ KH1sKH′1\M
′.
Corollary 4.3. Assume k0 is contained in the critical manifold KH1sKH′1 which has dimension
1. Let α1, α2, α3 ∈ Σ+ be arranged as in Theorem 4.1. If k0 ∈ KH1sKH′1\M
′, then there exists
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a local coordinate system at (0, 0; k0), κ : S1 → R5 which preserves the parameters, that is,
κ(b2, c2; k) = (b2, c2; ·). κ satisfies
f1 ◦ κ
−1(b2, c2; x˜1, x˜2, x˜3) = f1(b2, c2; k0)−
1
2
sα1(H)α1(H
′)x˜21
−
1
2
sα2(H)α2(H
′)x˜22 − sα3(H)α3(H
′)x˜3,
here H = H1 + b2H2, H
′ +H ′1 + c2H
′
2. Besides, κ always maps (b2, c2; k0) to (b2, c2; 0, 0, 0).
Proof. As k0 ∈ KH′
1
sKH′
1
= sKH′
1
, k0 could be written as ksk1 with ks a representative of s and
k1 ∈ KH′
1
. According to our assumption k0 /∈M′, k1 ∈ KH′
1
\M′.
We almost repeat what we have done in the proof of Theorem 4.1 line by line. We only modify
the argument at two or three places. In the following discussions, the labels like (1a) refer to
those in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Let the orthonormal basis {X1, X2, X3} of k and vertical vector fields v1,1, v1,2, v1,3 on S1 be
chosen as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
We construct the first local coordinate x˜1 : S1 → R. As in (1a), we consider the function
v1,1f1 : S1 → R and we have v1,1f1 = µ1,1g1,1, here µ1,1, g1,1 : S1 → R have exactly the same
expressions (4.1) and (4.2) in (1a).
As in (1b), we show that g1,1 : S1 → R vanishes at (b2, c2; k0) ∈ S1 and g1,1 is a submersion
at (0, 0; k0). This step is slightly different. We have
g1,1(b2, c2; k0) = B(s
−1(H1 + b2H2),Ad k1(X1,α1 − θX1,α1)).
As k1 ∈ KH′
1
, X1,α1 − θX1,α1 ∈ q⊖ pα3 , s
−1(H1 + b2H2) ∈ a, Lemma 4.2 tells that g1,1(b2, c2; k0)
is 0. We verify that g1,1 is a submersion at (0, 0; k0) in the same way as in (1b). We have
Ad k−10 H1 = Ad(k
−1
1 )s
−1H1 = s
−1H1
because k1 ∈ KH′
1
= Ks−1H1 . So [v1,1g1,1](0, 0; k0) = sα1(H1) 6= 0.
The submanifold S1 is defined as in (1c). We exactly redo (1d). We get a local fibration at
(0, 0; k0), κ1 : S1 → S2×R and π1 : S1 → S2. We have (f1− f1 ◦π1)◦κ
−1
1 : S2×R→ R vanishes
along S2 × {0} up to the first order. We also have that for (s2, t1) ∈ S2 × R,
∂2t1
[
(f1 − f1 ◦ π1) ◦ κ
−1
1
]
(s2, t1) = [µ1,1 ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1) · [v1,1g1,1 ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1)
which has value −α1(H ′1)sα1(H1) 6= 0 at ((0, 0; k0), 0).
By repeating (1e), we get the first local coordinate x˜1 : S1 → R. We want to point out that
the objects we encoutered here like κ1, x˜1 are indeed the same as those in the proof of Theorem
4.1. However, their exsitence are valid in different neighborhoods in S1 because the term ‘local’
makes sense in the neighborhoods of the different (0, 0; k0).
As we see, the steps for constructing the first local coordinate are almost the same as in the
proof of Theorem 4.1. We claim the steps for constructing the second coordinate are almost the
same as for the first coordinate. The readers could run through them one by one. So we skip
this part and move to the construction of the third local coordinate while assuming objects like
f2, S3, π3, x˜2 have been taken.
We also have that S3 is an open submanifold of R × R × KH1sKH′1 . We repeat (3a) and
get v3,3 which coincides with the restriction of v1,3 to S3. We have v3,3f3 = µ3,3g3,3, here
µ3,3, g3,3 : S3 → R have the same expressions (4.3) and (4.4) in (3b).
Now we have a different situation which simplifies our argument. We claim that g3,3(0, 0; k0)
is not 0!
g3,3(0, 0; k0) = B(s
−1H2,Ad k1(X3,α3 − θX3,α3)).
We single out this fact as Lemma 4.4 and present it after this proof.
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We set S4 to be {(b2, c2; k0) ∈ S3}, which is an open submanifold of R× R× {k0}. The flow
generated by v3,3 induces a local fibration at (0, 0; k0), κ3 : S3 → S4 × R. π3 : S3 → S4 exactly
sends (b2, c2; k) ∈ S3 to (b2, c2; k0) ∈ S4. We apply the Taylor’s formula to (f3 − f3 ◦ π3) ◦ κ
−1
3 :
S4 × R→ R in the t3 variable,[
(f3 − f3 ◦ π4) ◦ κ
−1
3
]
(s4, t3)
= −c2α3(H
′
2)b2t3
∫ 1
0
[
g3,3 ◦ κ
−1
3
]
(s4, t3z)dz.
We put
t˜3(s4, t3) =
t3
sα3(H2)
∫ 1
0
[g3,3 ◦ κ
−1
3 ](s4, t3z)dz.
We get a local fibration at (0, 0; k0), κ˜3 : S3 → S4 × R, s3 → (s4, t˜3) such that[
(f3 − f3 ◦ π4) ◦ κ˜
−1
3
]
(s4, t˜3) = −sα3(H)α3(H
′)t˜3.
Going through the rest of the routine, we establish the corollary. 
Lemma 4.4. Let H ∈ a be singular and not 0, let α be the unique positive root that vanishes at
H and let X ∈ pα not 0. Then for k ∈ KH , B(α∨,Ad k(X)) is 0 if and only if k ∈M′H .
Proof. If k ∈ M′H , it is obvious B(α
∨,Ad k(X)) = 0 for Ad k−1α∨ ∈ a and X ∈ q.
We show the reverse direction. Let g1 be the Lie subalgebra Rα
∨ ⊕ gα ⊕ g−α which is an
ideal of zg(H). Let G1 be the analytic subgroup of G with Lie(G1) = g1. As Lie(KH) = kα
is a Lie subalgebra of g1, K
0
H is an analytic subgroup of G1. As k ∈ KH = MK
0
H , it could be
written as mk1, here m ∈ M and k1 ∈ K0H . Beware that this decomposition is not unique. Then
B(α∨,Ad k(X)) = B(Ad k−1α∨, X) = B(Ad k−11 α
∨, X). As Ad k−11 α
∨ ∈ g1 ∩ p = Rα∨ ⊕ pα and
pα = RX , B(Ad k
−1
1 α
∨, X) = 0 implies that Ad k−11 α
∨ lands in Rα∨. Since ‖Ad k−11 α
∨‖ = ‖α∨‖,
we have Ad k−11 α
∨ = ±α∨. Note that Ad k−11 H = H and a = RH ⊕ Rα
∨. Thus Ad k−11 a = a,
that is, k−11 ∈M
′. As k1 ∈ K0H , k = mk1 ∈ M
′
H . 
Now we discuss the situation that k0 is contained in the critical manifold KH1sKH′1 with
dimension 2.
The critical manifold KH1sKH′1 = sKs−1H1KH′1 has dimension 2 if and only if Ks−1H1 6= KH′1 .
It is equivalent to s−1H1 6= ±H ′1, namely, s
−1H1 and H
′
1 belong to different root hyperplanes.
We consider the following partition of the critical manifold KH1sKH′1 ,
KH1sKH′1 =
(
KH1sKH′1 ∩M
′
)
∪
(
KH1sKH′1\(M
′
H1sKH′1 ∪KH1sM
′
H′
1
)
)
∪
(
KH1sM
′
H′
1
\M′H1sKH′1
)
∪
(
M′H1sKH′1\KH1sM
′
H′
1
)
.
This partition makes sense for the following reason. First, we have the fact that M′H1sKH′1 ∩
KH1sM
′
H′
1
= M′H1sM
′
H′
1
⊆ M′. Then we show that KH1sKH′1 ∩M
′ ⊆ M′H1sM
′
H′
1
, so KH1sKH′1 ∩
M′ = M′H1sKH′1 ∩ KH1sM
′
H′
1
. Assuming that k0 = k1ksk2 ∈ KH1sKH′1 ∩ M
′, we show k1 ∈
M′H1 and k2 ∈ M
′
H′
1
. Because k0k
−1
2 = k1ks, we have Ad(k0k
−1
2 )H
′
1 = Ad(k0)H
′
1 ∈ a and
Ad(k1ks)s
−1H1 = Ad(k1)H1 = H1. Since a = RH
′
1 + Rs
−1H1, k0k
−1
2 = k1ks ∈ M
′, thus
k1, k2 ∈ M′. So k1 ∈M′H1 , k2 ∈M
′
H′
1
.
We first work on the local normal form of f1 for k0 ∈ KH1sKH′1 ∩ M
′, then for k0 ∈
KH1sKH′1\(M
′
H1
sKH′
1
∪KH1sM
′
H′
1
), and lastly for the intermediate cases k0 ∈ KH1sM
′
H′
1
\M′H1sKH′1
and k0 ∈ M′H1sKH′1\KH1sM
′
H′
1
.
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We arrange the positive roots α1, α2, α3 in the way such that α2, resp. α3 is the unique positive
root which vanishes at H ′1, resp. s
−1H1. Then we have Lie(KH′
1
) = kα2 , Lie(Ks−1H1) = kα3 and
Lie(KH1) = Ad(ks)kα3 .
We fix a representative ks ∈ M′ of s ∈ w. As KH1sKH′1 = KH1ksKH′1 , k0 could be written as
k1ksk2, with k1 ∈ KH1 , k2 ∈ KH′1 . Beware that this decomposition is not unique.
We identify Tk0(KH1sKH′1) with a subspace of Tk0(K) = k and have
Tk0(KH1sKH′1) = kα2 +Ad(k
−1
0 )Ad(ks)kα3 .
As Ad(k−10 )Ad(ks)kα3 = Ad(k
−1
2 k
−1
s k
−1
1 ks)kα3 and k
−1
s k
−1
1 ks ∈ Ks−1H1 , we have Ad(k
−1
0 ks)kα3 =
Ad(k−12 )kα3 . Since k2 ∈ KH′1 and dimLie(KH′1) = dim kα2 = 1, we have kα2 = Ad(k
−1
2 )kα2 . Hence
the sum
Tk0(KH1sKH′1) = Ad(k
−1
2 )kα2 +Ad(k
−1
2 )kα3
is indeed an orthogonal sum with respect to Bθ. Furthermore, the orthogonal complement of
Tk0(KH1sKH′1) in k is Ad(k
−1
2 )kα1 .
Theorem 4.5. Assume k0 is contained in the critical manifold KH1sKH′1 which has dimension 2.
Let α1, α2, α3 be arranged as above, that is, α2(H
′
1) = sα3(H1) = 0. If k0 ∈ KH1sKH′1 ∩M
′, then
there exists a local coordinate system at (0, 0; k0), κ : S1 → R
5 which preserves the parameters.
κ satisfies
f1 ◦ κ
−1(b2, c2; x˜1, x˜2, x˜3) = f1(b2, c2; k0)−
1
2
sα1(H)α1(H
′)x˜21
−
1
2
ǫ2sα2(H)α2(H
′)x˜22 −
1
2
ǫ3sα3(H)α3(H
′)x˜23,
here H = H1 + b2H2, H
′ = H ′1 + c2H
′
2, ǫ2, ǫ3 are constants ±1 which are determined explicitly.
Besides, κ always maps (b2, c2; k0) to (b2, c2; 0, 0, 0).
Proof. Due to the arrangement of the positive roots, we have that α1(H
′
1), α3(H
′
1), sα1(H1), sα2(H1)
are all not 0.
According to the assumption of k0 = k1ksk2 ∈ KH1sKH′1∩M
′ = M′H1sM
′
H′
1
, we have k1 ∈M′H1
and k2 ∈M′H′
1
.
As k2 ∈ M′H′
1
, we have Ad(k2)α
∨
2 = ±α
∨
2 then set ǫ2 = Ad(k2)α
∨
2 /α
∨
2 . As k1 ∈ M
′
H1
and
k−1s k
−1
1 ks ∈M
′
s−1H1
, we have Ad(k−1s k
−1
1 ks)α
∨
3 = ±α
∨
3 then set ǫ3 = Ad(k
−1
s k
−1
1 ks)α
∨
3 /α
∨
3 .
Let {X1, X2, X3} be an orthonormal basis of k such that Xi ∈ kαi , i = 1, 2, 3. Let v1 be the
left invariant vector field (Ad(k−12 )X1)
L, let v2 be the left invariant vector field X
L
2 and let v3
be the right invariant vector field (Ad(ks)X3)
R. We point out that the restrictions of v2 and
v3 to the critical manifold KH1sKH′1 are tangent to KH1sKH′1 . We also have v1 transverse to
KH1sKH′1 at k0. Let v1,1, v1,2, v1,3 be the canonical extensions of v1, v2, v3 to S1 = R× R×K.
We construct the first local coordinate x˜1 : S1 → R. Consider the function v1,1f1 : S1 → R,
[v1,1f1](b2, c2; k) = −α1(H
′
1 + c2Ad(k2)H
′
2)
·B(H1 + b2H2,Ad(kk
−1
2 )(X1,α1 − θX1,α1)).
We put µ1,1, g1,1 : S1 → R,
µ1,1(b2, c2; k) := −α1(H
′
1 + c2Ad(k2)H
′
2),
g1,1(b2, c2; k) := B(H1 + b2H2,Ad(kk
−1
2 )(X1,α1 − θX1,α1)).
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Note that Ad(k2)H
′
2 = ǫ2H
′
2. We show that g1,1 : S1 → R vanishes at {(b2, c2, k
′k0) ∈ S1|k′ ∈
KH1}. We have
g1,1(b2, c2; k
′k0) = B(H,Ad(k
′k1ks)(X1,α1 − θX1,α1))
= B(s−1H,Ad(k−1s k
′k1ks)(X1,α1 − θX1,α1)),
here H stands for H1 + b2H2 for convenience. As k
−1
s k
′k1ks ∈ Ks−1H1 , α3(s
−1H1) = 0 and
X1,α1 − θX1,α1 ∈ q⊖ pα3 , Lemma 4.2 tells that g1,1(b2, c2; k
′k0) is 0 when k
′ ∈ KH1 .
We also show that g1,1 is a submersion at (0, 0; k0) by showing [v1,1g1,1](0, 0; k0) 6= 0.
[v1,1g1,1](0, 0; k0) = B(H1,Ad k0[Ad k
−1
2 X1,Ad k
−1
2 (X1,α1 − θX1,α1)])
= B(s−1H1, [X1, X1,α1 − θX1,α1 ])
= sα1(H1) 6= 0.
As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, let S2 be the submanifold of S1 corresponding to the level set
g−11,1({0}). Then {(b2, c2; k
′k0) ∈ S2|k′ ∈ KH1} could be identified with a 3-dimension submanifold
of S2. We introduce a local fibration at (0, 0; k0), κ1 : S1 → S2 × R and set π1 : S1 → S2
accordingly. Applying the same method in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we obtain a local fibration
at (0, 0; k0), κ˜1 : S1 → S2 × R, s1 → (s2, t˜1) such that
f1(b2, c2; k) = f1 ◦ π1(b2, c2; k)−
1
2
sα1(H)α1(H
′)t˜21.
We construct the second local coordinate x˜2 : S1 → R. Let v2,2, v2,3 be the projections of
v1,2, v1,3 to S2 with respect to v1,1. Consider the functions v1,2f1, v1,3f1 : S1 → R. We have for
(b2, c2; k) ∈ S1,
[v1,2f1](b2, c2; k) = µ1,2(b2, c2; k)g1,2(b2, c2; k),
(4.5) µ1,2(b2, c2; k) := −α2(H
′
1 + c2H
′
2) = −c2α2(H
′
2),
(4.6) g1,2(b2, c2; k) := B(H1 + b2H2,Ad k(X2,α2 − θX2,α2)),
[v1,3f1](b2, c2; k) = µ1,3(b2, c2; k)g1,3(b2, c2; k),
(4.7) µ1,3(b2, c2; k) := sα3(H1 + b2H2) = b2sα3(H2),
(4.8) g1,3(b2, c2; k) := B(Ad ks(X3,α3 − θX3,α3),Ad k(H
′
1 + c2H
′
2)),
here α2(H
′
1) = sα3(H1) = 0 according to our choice of α2, α3.
Let f2 : S2 → R be the restriction of f1 : S1 → R to S2. We also restrict µ1,2, µ1,3, g1,2, g1,3 :
S1 → R to S2 and denote these restrictions by µ2,2, µ2,3, g2,2, g2,3 : S2 → R. Since v1,1f1 : S1 → R
vanishes on S2, Lemma 2.4 gives that for s2 ∈ S2,
[v2,2f2](s2) = [v1,2f1](s2), [v2,3f2](s2) = [v1,3f1](s2).
We also have for s2 ∈ S2,
[v2,2f2](s2) = µ2,2(s2)g2,2(s2), [v2,3f2](s2) = µ2,3(s2)g2,3(s2).
We show that g2,2 : S2 → R vanishes at {(b2, c2; k′k0) ∈ S2|k′ ∈ KH1}.
g2,2(b2, c2; k
′k0) = B(H,Ad(k
′k0)(X2,α2 − θX2,α2))
= B(s−1H,Ad(k−1s k
′k1ks)Ad(k2)(X2,α2 − θX2,α2)).
As k2 ∈ M′H′
1
, X2,α2 − θX2,α2 ∈ pα2 and α2(H
′
1) = 0, we have Ad(k2)(X2,α2 − θX2,α2) =
±(X2,α2 − θX2,α2) ∈ pα2 . Since k
−1
s k
′k1ks ∈ Ks−1H1 , α3(s
−1H1) = 0 and pα2 ⊆ q⊖ pα3 , Lemma
4.2 tells that g2,2(b2, c2; k
′k0) = 0 when (b2, c2; k
′k0) ∈ S2.
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We show that g2,2 : S2 → R is a submersion at (0, 0; k0) by showing [v2,2g2,2](0, 0; k0) 6= 0.
We first show that [v1,1g1,2](0, 0; k0) is 0. We have
[v1,1g1,2](0, 0; k0) = B(H1,Ad k0[Ad k
−1
2 X1, X2,α2 − θX2,α2 ])
= B(s−1H1, [X1,Ad k2(X2,α2 − θX2,α2)])
= α1(s
−1H1)B(X1,α1 − θX1,α1 ,Ad k2(X2,α2 − θX2,α2)).
Since X1,α1 − θX1,α1 ∈ pα1 and Ad k2(X2,α2 − θX2,α2) ∈ pα2 , we know that [v1,1g1,2](0, 0; k0) is
0.
Then we show that [v1,2g1,2](0, 0; k0) is not 0. We have
[v1,2g1,2](0, 0; k0) = B(H1,Ad k0[X2, X2,α2 − θX2,α2 ])
= B(s−1H1,Ad k2[X2, X2,α2 − θX2,α2 ])
= B([Ad k−12 s
−1H1, X2], X2,α2 − θX2,α2)
= α2(Ad k
−1
2 s
−1H1)
= B(Ad k2(α
∨
2 ), s
−1H1)
= B(ǫ2α
∨
2 , s
−1H1)
= ǫ2sα2(H1).
According to our choice of α2, sα2(H1) is not 0. Then Lemma 2.4 tells that [v2,2g2,2](0, 0; k0) =
[v1,2g1,2](0, 0; k0) 6= 0.
Let S3 be the submanifold of S2 through (0, 0; k0) corresponding to the level set g
−1
2,2({0}). As
g2,2 vanishes at {(b2, c2; k
′k0) ∈ S2|k
′ ∈ KH1}, S3 is an open submanifold of R× R×KH1k0.
The flow generated by v2,2 induces a local fibration at (0, 0; k0), κ2 : S2 → S3×R, s2 → (s3, t2)
and we set π2 : S2 → S3 accordingly. We apply the Taylor’s formula to (f2 − f2 ◦ π2) ◦ κ
−1
2 :
S3 × R→ R, then have
[(f2 − f2 ◦ π2) ◦ κ
−1
2 ](s3, t2) =
1
2
t22
∫ 1
0
2(1− z)∂2t2 [(f2 − f2 ◦ π2) ◦ κ
−1
2 ](s3, t2z)dz
=
1
2
µ2,2(s3)t
2
2
∫ 1
0
2(1− z)[(v2,2g2,2) ◦ κ
−1
2 ](s3, t2z)dz.
We insert ǫ2sα2(H1+ b2H2) into the right side of the equation, then introduce a local diffeomor-
phism at ((0, 0; k0), 0), S3 × R→ S3 × R, (s3, t2)→ (s3, t˜2) by setting
t˜2(s3, t2) = t2
[ 1
ǫ2sα2(H1 + b2H2)
∫ 1
0
2(1− z)[(v2,2g2,2) ◦ κ
−1
2 ](s3, t2z)dz
]1/2
.
Then we obtain the second local coordinate x˜2 : S1 → R such that
f1(b2, c2; k) = f2 ◦ π2 ◦ π1(b2, c2; k)−
1
2
sα1(H)α1(H
′)x˜21 −
1
2
ǫ2sα2(H)α2(H
′)x˜22.
We construct the third local coordinate x˜3 : S1 → R. Let v3,3 be the projection of v2,3 to S3
with respect to v2,2. As we have pointed out that S3 is an open submanifold of R×R×KH1k0, we
claim that v3,3 coincides with the restriction of v1,3 to S3. It suffices to show that v3 is tangent
to KH1k0 which is true since v3 = (Ad(ks)X3)
R and Ad(ks)X3 ∈ Lie(KH1).
Let f3 : S3 → R be the restriction of the function f1 : S1 → R (or f2 : S2 → R) to S3. Then
we have
[v3,3f3](b2, c2; k) = [v1,3f1](b2, c2; k), (b2, c2; k) ∈ S3.
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Let µ3,3, g3,3 : S3 → R be the restrictions of µ1,3, g1,3 : S1 → R to S3. We have g3,3(b2, c2; k0) = 0
for
g3,3(b2, c2; k0) = B(X3,α3 − θX3,α3 ,Ad(k
−1
s k0)H
′) = 0.
Then we show that g3,3 : S3 → R is a submersion at (0, 0; k0) by showing [v3,3g3,3](0, 0; k0) not
0.
[v3,3g3,3](0, 0; k0) = B([Ad ks(X3,α3 − θX3,α3),Ad ksX3],Ad k0H
′
1)
= B(Ad ks(X3,α3 − θX3,α3), [Ad ksX3,Ad(k1ks)H
′
1])
= −B(X3,α3 − θX3,α3 , [Ad(k
−1
s k1ks)H
′
1, X3])
= −α3(Ad k
−1
s k1ksH
′
1)
= −ǫ3α3(H
′
1).
According to our choice of α3, α3(H
′
1) is not 0.
Let S4 be {(b2, c2; k0) ∈ S3} which corresponds to the level set g
−1
3,3({0}). Follow the procedure
in the proof of Theorem 4.1. We get a local fibration at (0, 0; k0), κ3 : S3 → S4 × R and
π3 : S3 → S4, (b2, c2; k) → (b2, c2; k0). It is not hard to get another local fibration at (0, 0; k0),
κ˜3 : S3 → S4 × R, s3 → (s4, t˜3) such that
[(f3 − f3 ◦ π3) ◦ κ˜
−1
3 ](s4, t˜3) = −
1
2
ǫ3sα3(H)α3(H
′)t˜23.
Then we obtain the third local coordinate and conclude the proof as in the Theorem 4.1. 
Before we discuss the next case, we give a heuristic remark for Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.5.
Remark 4.6. Let k0 ∈ M′. The map k→ K : X → k0 expX is a local diffeomorphism at 0 ∈ k.
For H,H ′ ∈ a, we consider fH,H′(k0 expX),
fH,H′(k0 expX) = B(H,Ad(k0 expX)H
′)
= B(Ad(k−10 )H, exp(adX)H
′)
=
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
B(Ad(k−10 H), (adX)
nH ′)
= B(Ad(k−10 )H,H
′) +
∞∑
n=2
1
n!
B(Ad(k−10 )H, (adX)
nH ′),
here the term for n = 1 is dropped because B(Ad(k−10 )H, [X,H
′]) = 0. Let α1, α2, α3 be the three
positive roots arranged in any order. Let {X1, X2, X3} be an orthonormal basis of k such that
Xi ∈ kαi for i = 1, 2, 3. Then X could be written as x1X1 + x2X2 + x3X3, here x1, x2, x3 ∈ R.
With the coordinates, we have
∞∑
n=2
1
n!
B(Ad(k−10 )H, (adX)
nH ′)
= −
1
2
B([Ad(k−10 )H,X ], [H
′, X ]) +
∞∑
n=3
1
n!
B(Ad(k−10 )H, (adX)
nH ′).
Note that
−
1
2
B([Ad(k−10 )H,X ], [H
′, X ]) = −
1
2
3∑
i=1
αi(Ad k
−1
0 H)αi(H
′)x2i .
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Hence Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.5 can be interpreted in the following way that there exists a
family of local diffeomorphisms at 0 ∈ k depending smoothly on the parameters H,H ′, k → k :
X =
∑3
i=1 xiXi → X˜ =
∑3
i=1 x˜iXi, such that
∞∑
n=2
1
n!
B(Ad(k−10 )H, (adX)
nH ′) =
1
2
B(Ad(k−10 )H, (ad X˜)
2H ′).
Theorem 4.7. Assume k0 is contained in the critical manifold KH1sKH′1 which has dimension
2. Let α1, α2, α3 be arranged as in Theorem 4.5. If k0 ∈ KH1sKH′1\(M
′
H1
sKH′
1
∪KH1sM
′
H′
1
), then
there exists a local coordinate system at (0, 0; k0), κ : S1 → R5 which preserves the parameters.
κ satisfies
f1 ◦ κ
−1(b2, c2; x˜1, x˜2, x˜3) = f1 ◦ κ
−1(b2, c2; 0, 0, 0)−
1
2
sα1(H)α1(H
′)x˜21
− sα2(H)α2(H
′)x˜2 − sα3(H)α3(H
′)x˜3,
here H = H1 + b2H2, H
′ = H ′1 + c2H
′
2.
Proof. According to the assumption of k0 = k1ksk2 ∈ KH1sKH′1\(M
′
H1
sKH′
1
∪ KH1sM
′
H′
1
), k1 /∈
M′H1 and k2 /∈M
′
H′
1
.
Let {X1, X2, X3} be an orthonormal basis of k such that Xi ∈ kαi , i = 1, 2, 3. We have
[X2, H
′
1] = 0 and [Ad(ks)X3, H1] = 0. Let v1 be any vector field on K such that v1(k0) =
Ad(k−12 )X1 ∈ k = Tk0(K). Let v2 be the left invariant vector field X
L
2 and let v3 be the right
invariant vector field (Ad(ks)X3)
R. Let v1,1, v1,2, v1,3 be the canonical extensions of v1, v2, v3 to
S1 = R× R×K.
The construction of the first local coordinate x˜1 : S1 → R resembles the one in the proof of
Theorem 4.1.
Set g1,1 = v1,1f1 : S1 → R. We claim that g1,1 vanishes at (0, 0; k0) ∈ S1 and g1,1 is a
submersion at (0, 0; k0). The first claim is obvious since k0 is a critical point of fH1,H′1 . The
second claim is true for [v1,1g1,1](0, 0; k0) 6= 0. We have v1,1g1,1 = v21,1f1 : S1 → R. As v1,1 is a
vertical vector field on S1, we have
[v21,1f1](0, 0; k0) = [v
2
1fH1,H′1 ](k0).
Although the explicit expression of v1 is not available, the fact that k0 is a critical point of
fH1,H′1 allows us to replace v1 with the left invariant vector field [v1(k0)]
L in order to evaluate
this number,
[v21fH1,H′1 ](k0) = [(Ad k
−1
2 X1)
L(Ad k−12 X1)
LfH1,H′1 ](k0)
= B(H1,Ad k0[Ad k
−1
2 X1, [Ad k
−1
2 X1, H
′
1]])
= B(s−1H1, [X1, [X1, H
′
1]])
= −sα1(H1)α1(H
′
1).
According to the choice of α1, sα1(H1)α1(H
′
1) 6= 0.
We follow the routine listed in the proof of Theorem 4.1. We take the submanifold S2 through
(0, 0; k0) corresponding to the level set g
−1
1,1({0}). We have that v1,1 is transverse to S2 at (0, 0; k0).
The flow generated by v1,1 induces a local fibration at (0, 0; k0), κ1 : S1 → S2 ×R and we define
π1 : S1 → S2 accordingly. The Taylor’s formula gives[
(f1 − f1 ◦ π1) ◦ κ
−1
1
]
(s2, t1)
=
1
2
t21
∫ 1
0
2(1− z)[(v1,1g1,1) ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1z)dz.
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We set
t˜1(s2, t1) = t1
[ −1
sα1(H)α1(H ′1)
∫ 1
0
2(1− z)[(v1,1g1,1) ◦ κ
−1
1 ](s2, t1z)dz
]1/2
,
then get a local fibration κ˜1 : S1 → S2 × R, s1 → (s2, t˜1) such that
f1(b2, c2; k) = f1 ◦ π1(b2, c2; k)−
1
2
sα1(H)α1(H
′)t˜21.
Next we construct the second and third local coordinate x˜2, x˜3 : S1 → R simultaneously.
Let v2,2, v2,3 be the projections of v1,2, v1,3 to S2 with respect to v1,1. They are both vertical
vector fields on S2.
We consider the functions v1,2f1, v1,3f1 : S1 → R,
[v1,2f1](s1) = µ1,2(s1)g1,2(s1), [v1,3f1](s1) = µ1,3(s1)g1,3(s1), s1 ∈ S1,
here µ1,2, µ1,3, g1,2, g1,3 : S1 → R have exactly same expressions (4.5),(4.6),(4.7) and (4.8) in
Theorem 4.5.
Let f2 : S2 → R be the restriction of f1 : S1 → R to S2. We also restrict µ1,2, µ1,3, g1,2, g1,3 :
S1 → R to S2 and denote these restrictions by µ2,2, µ2,3, g2,2, g2,3 : S2 → R. Since v1,1f1 : S1 → R
vanishes on S2, Lemma 2.4 gives that for s2 ∈ S2
[v2,2f2](s2) = [v1,2f1](s2), [v2,3f2](s2) = [v1,3f1](s2).
We also have that for s2 ∈ S2
[v2,2f2](s2) = µ2,2(s2)g2,2(s2), [v2,3f2](s2) = µ2,3(s2)g2,3(s2).
We want to show that
g2,2(0, 0; k0) 6= 0, g2,3(0, 0; k0) 6= 0.
Evaluate
g2,2(0, 0; k0) = B(H1,Ad k0(X2,α2 − θX2,α2))
= B(s−1H1,Ad k2(X2,α2 − θX2,α2)).
As s−1H1 − α2(s−1H1)α∨2 /‖α
∨
2 ‖
2 ∈ kerα2 = RH ′1 and B(H
′
1,Ad k2(X2,α2 − θX2,α2)) = 0, we
have
g2,2(0, 0; k0) =
α2(s
−1H1)
‖α∨2 ‖
2
B(α∨2 ,Ad k2(X2,α2 − θX2,α2)).
As k2 /∈ M′H′
1
and α2(H
′
1) = 0, Lemma 4.4 tells that g2,2(0, 0; k0) is not 0.
g2,3(0, 0; k0) is not 0 for the similar reason.
g2,3(0, 0; k0) = B(Ad(k
−1
0 ks)(X3,α3 − θX3,α3), H
′
1)
= B(Ad(k−1s k
−1
1 ks)(X3,α3 − θX3,α3), H
′
1)
=
α3(H
′
1)
‖α∨3 ‖
2
B(α∨3 ,Ad(k
−1
s k
−1
1 ks)(X3,α3 − θX3,α3))
,
here k−1s k
−1
1 ks ∈ k
−1
s KH1ks = Ks−1H1 and α3(H
′
1) 6= 0. Since k1 /∈ M
′
H′
1
, k−1s k1ks /∈ M
′
s−1H1
.
Lemma 4.2 tells that g2,3(0, 0; k0) 6= 0.
Let η2, η3 : S2 × R → S2 be the flows (or local 1-parameter groups) of v2,2, v2,3. The subset
S4 = {π1(b2, c2; k0) ∈ S2|(b2, c2; k0) ∈ S1} could be viewed as a 2-dimension submanifold of S2.
We would like to construct a local fibration at (0, 0; k0), S2 → S4 ×R2 with the aid of η2, η3, S4.
We consider the map
S4 × R× R→ S2, (s4, t3, t2)→ η2(η3(s4, t3), t2).
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We show that it is a local diffeomorphism at ((0, 0; k0), 0, 0). We only need to show that
{v2,2, v2,3} is transverse to S4 at s1 = (0, 0; k0). First, we have
Ts1(S1) = R
∂
∂b2
(s1) + R
∂
∂c2
(s1) + Rv1,1(s1) + Rv1,2(s1) + Rv1,3(s1).
Take the projection prS1,S2 (·) : Ts1(S1)→ Ts1(S2) with respect to v1,1(s1), then we have
Ts1(S2) = RprS1,S2
(
∂
∂b2
(s1)
)
+ RprS1,S2
(
∂
∂c2
(s1)
)
+ 0 + Rv2,2(s1) + Rv2,3(s1).
According to the definition of S4, we have
Ts1(S4) = Rdπ1
(
∂
∂b2
(s1)
)
+ Rdπ1
(
∂
∂c2
(s1)
)
.
By Lemma 2.3, we have
Ts1(S2) = Ts1(S4) + Rv2,2(s1) + Rv2,3(s1),
that is, {v2,2, v2,3} is transverse to S4 at (0, 0; k0).
For (s4, t3, t2) ∈ S4 × R× R, we have
f2(η2(η3(s4, t3), t2)) =
[
[f2 ◦ η2](η3(s4, t3), t2)− [f2 ◦ η2](η3(s4, t3), 0)
]
+
[
[f2 ◦ η3](s4, t3)− [f2 ◦ η3](s4, 0)
]
+ f2(s4)
.
The term in the first bracket is equal to
t2
∫ 1
0
∂t2 [f2 ◦ η2](η3(s4, t3), t2z)dz
= µ2,2(s4)t2
∫ 1
0
[g2,2 ◦ η2](η3(s4, t3), t2z)dz.
The term in the second bracket is equal to
t3
∫ 1
0
∂t3 [f2 ◦ η3](s4, t3z)dz = µ2,3(s4)t3
∫ 1
0
[g2,3 ◦ η3](s4, t3z)dz.
Here the factors µ2,2, µ2,3 are moved outside the integrals as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
We introduce a local diffeomorphism at ((0, 0; k0), 0, 0), S4×R×R→ S4×R×R, (s4, t3, t2)→
(s4, t˜3, t˜2) by putting
t˜2(s4, t3, t2) = t2 ·
1
sα2(H)
∫ 1
0
[g2,2 ◦ η2](η3(s4, t3), t2z)dz,
t˜3(s4, t3, t2) = t3 ·
−1
α3(H ′)
∫ 1
0
[g2,3 ◦ η3](s4, t3z)dz.
Take the composition of the inverse of the map (s4, t3, t2) → η2(η3(s4, t3), t2) and the map
above, we have a local fibration κ˜2 : S2 → S4 × R× R, s2 → (s4, t˜3, t˜2) satisfying
f2 ◦ κ˜
−1
2 (s4, t3, t2) = f2(s4)− sα2(H)α2(H
′)t˜2 − sα3(H)α3(H
′)t˜3.
We take the local composition to get the second and third local coordinate
S1
κ˜1−→ S2 × R
(κ˜2,id)
−−−−→ S4 × R
2 × R,
we have
f1(b2, c2; k) = f1(π1(b2, c2; k0))−
1
2
sα1(H)α1(H
′)x˜21
− sα2(H)α2(H
′)x˜2 − sα3(H)α3(H
′)x˜3.
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As R2 → S4 : (b2, c2)→ π1(b2, c2; k0) is a local diffeomorphism at (0, 0), we conclude the proof
by including the two parameters b2, c2 as the local coordinates. 
Corollary 4.8. Assume k0 is contained in the critical manifold KH1sKH′1 which has dimension 2.
Let the positive roots α1, α2, α3 be arranged as in Theorem 4.5. If k0 ∈ KH1sM
′
H′
1
\M′H1sKH′1 , then
there exists a local coordinate system at (0, 0; k0), κ : S1 → R
5 which preserves the parameters.
κ satisfies
f1 ◦ κ
−1(b2, c2; x˜1, x˜2, x˜3) = f1(b2, c2; k0)−
1
2
sα1(H)α1(H
′)x˜21
−
1
2
ǫ · sα2(H)α2(H
′)x˜22 − sα3(H)α3(H
′)x˜3,
here H = H1+b2H2, H
′ = H ′1+c2H
′
2, ǫ is a constant ±1 which is determined explicitly. Besides,
κ always maps (b2, c2; k0) to (b2, c2; 0, 0, 0).
Proof. According to the assumption k0 = k1ksk2 ∈ KH1sM
′
H′
1
\M′H1sKH′1 , we have k1 ∈ KH1\M
′
H1
and k2 ∈ M′H′
1
.
Let {X1, X2, X3} be an orthonormal basis of k such that Xi ∈ kαi , i = 1, 2, 3. Let v1 =
(Ad(k−12 )X1)
L, v2 = X
L
2 , v3 = (Ad(ks)X3)
R. Let v1,1, v1,2, v1,3 be their canonical extensions to
S1.
Consider v1,1f1, v1,2f1 : S1 → R, [v1,1f1](s1) = µ1,1(s1)g1,1(s1), [v1,2f1](s1) = µ1,2(s1)g1,2(s1).
The formulas for µ1,1, g1,1, µ1,2, g1,2 : S1 → R are given by equation (4.5),(4.6),(4.7),(4.8). We
know g1,1, g1,2 vanishes at R×R×KH1k0 for the same reason in the proof of Theorem 4.5. With
slight modifications of the proof of Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.3, we establish this corollary. 
Corollary 4.9. Assume k0 is contained in the critical manifold KH1sKH′1 which has dimension
2. Let the positive roots α1, α2, α3 be arranged in the way such that sα2(H1) = α3(H
′
1) = 0. If
k0 ∈ M′H1sKH′1\KH1sM
′
H′
1
, then there exists a local coordinate system at (0, 0; k0), κ : S1 → R5
which preserves the parameters. κ satisfies
f1 ◦ κ
−1(b2, c2; x˜1, x˜2, x˜3) = f1(b2, c2; k0)−
1
2
sα1(H)α1(H
′)x˜21
−
1
2
ǫ · sα2(H)α2(H
′)x˜22 − sα3(H)α3(H
′)x˜3,
here H = H1+b2H2, H
′ = H ′1+c2H
′
2, ǫ is a constant ±1 which is determined explicitly. Besides,
κ always maps (b2, c2; k0) to (b2, c2; 0, 0, 0).
Proof. According to the assumption k0 = k1ksk2 ∈ M
′
H1
sKH′
1
\KH1sM
′
H′
1
, we have k1 ∈M
′
H1
and
k2 ∈ KH′
1
\M′H′
1
.
Let {X1, X2, X3} be an orthonormal basis of k such that Xi ∈ kαi , i = 1, 2, 3. Let v1 =
(Ad(k1ks)X1)
R, v2 = (Ad(ks)X2)
R, v3 = X
L
3 . Let v1,1, v1,2, v1,3 be their canonical extensions to
S1.
Consider v1,1f1, v1,2f1 : S1 → R,
[v1,1f1](s1) = µ1,1(s1)g1,1(s1),
µ1,1(b2, c2; k) = sα1(H1 + b2Ad(k
−1
1 )H2),
g1,1(b2, c2; k) = B(X1,α1 − θX1,α1 ,Ad(k
−1
s k
−1
1 k)(H
′
1 + c2H
′
2)),
[v1,2f1](s1) = µ1,2(s1)g1,2(s1),
µ1,2(b2, c2; k) = sα2(H1 + b2H2),
g1,2(b2, c2; k) = B(X2,α2 − θX2,α2 ,Ad(k
−1
s k)(H
′
1 + c2H
′
2)).
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We can show that g1,1, g1,2 vanishes at R×R× k0KH′
1
by Lemma 4.2. With slight modifications
of the proof of Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.3, we establish this corollary. 
4.2. Either H1 or H
′
1 is regular.
Corollary 4.10. H1 is regular and H
′
1 is singular. Assume k0 is contained in the critical
manifold sKH′
1
, s ∈ w. We arrange the postive roots α1, α2, α3 in the way such that α3 is the
unique positive root with α3(H
′
1) = 0.
If k0 ∈ sKH′
1
∩M′, then there exists a local coordinate system at (0, 0; k0), κ : S1 → R5 which
satisfies
f1 ◦ κ
−1(b2, c2; x˜1, x˜2, x˜3) = f1(b2, c2; k0)−
1
2
sα1(H)α1(H
′)x˜21
−
1
2
sα2(H)α2(H
′)x˜22 −
1
2
ǫ · sα3(H)α3(H
′)x˜23,
here ǫ is a constant ±1.
If k0 ∈ sKH′
1
\M′, then there exists a local coordinate system at (0, 0; k0), κ : S1 → R5 which
satisfies
f1 ◦ κ
−1(b2, c2; x˜1, x˜2, x˜3) = f1(b2, c2; k0)−
1
2
sα1(H)α1(H
′)x˜21
−
1
2
sα2(H)α2(H
′)x˜22 − sα3(H)α3(H
′)x˜3.
Here H = H1 + b2H2, H
′ = H ′1 + c2H
′
2. In both cases, κ preserves the parameters and always
maps (b2, c2; k0) to (b2, c2; 0, 0, 0).
Proof. The proofs of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.3 cover the cases here. 
The situation for singular H1 and regular H
′
1 is similar. We simply replace sKH′1 by KH1s
and replace α3(H
′
1) = 0 by sα3(H1) = 0 in the statement above and all else remain the same.
When H1, H
′
1 are both regular, fH1,H′1 is a Morse function of which the critical set is M
′.
When |b2|, |c2| are small, fH,H′ remains to be a Morse function which shares the same critical
set M′, here H = H1 + b2H2, H
′ = H ′2 + c2H
′
2.
Proposition 4.11. H1, H
′
1 are regular. Assume k0 is a critical point of fH1,H′1 . As k0 ∈ M
′,
set s = k0M ∈ w. Let α1, α2, α3 be the positive roots arranged in any order. There exists a local
coordinate system at (0, 0; k0), κ : S1 → R5 which preserves the parameters. κ satisfies
f1 ◦ κ
−1(b2, c2; x˜1, x˜2, x˜3) = f1(b2, c2; k0)−
1
2
3∑
i=1
sαi(H)αi(H
′)x˜2i ,
here H = H1 + b2H2, H
′ = H ′1 + c2H
′
2. Besides, κ always maps (b2, c2; k0) to (b2, c2; 0, 0, 0).
Proof. The proofs of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.5 cover this situation. Or we can apply the
Morse lemma with parameters directly, cf. Ho¨rmander [9, Appendix C.6]. 
5. Local estimates for oscillatory integrals
We now come to the proof of Theorem 1.2, the global estimate for the oscillatory integral
(1.5). We make the following two reductions.
Lemma 5.1. For any k0 ∈ K, there exists an open neighborhood U of k0 such that for any
χ ∈ C∞c (U,C), there exists a positive constant C depending on U and χ such that the following
inequality holds, ∣∣∣∣
∫
K
eifH,H′ (k)χ(k)u(k)dk
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C‖u‖C3(K,C)
∑
s∈w
Ω(s−1H,H ′)−1/2
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for all H,H ′ ∈ a and u ∈ C∞(K,C).
It is not difficult to see that the lemma above implies Theorem 1.2. For k0 ∈ K, let Uk0 be the
open neighborhood of k0 chosen according to Lemma 5.1. Then these open subsets form an open
cover of K. Due to the compactness of K, this cover has a finite subcover denoted by {Ui}ni=1.
Let {χi}ni=1 be a C
∞ partition of unity subordinate to the open cover {Ui}ni=1. Then we break
the whole integral into several pieces
∫
K
eifH,H′ (k)u(k)dk =
n∑
i=1
∫
K
eifH,H′ (k)χi(k)u(k)dk.
As Lemma 5.1 gives the estimate of each term in the sum, we obtain the estimate for the whole
integral.
The first reduction is made to localize the integral at various points, in other words, decompose
the integral into integrals over sufficiently small regions. We make the second reduction to restrict
the parameters (H,H ′) to small conic subsets of a× a.
Lemma 5.2. For any k0 ∈ K, H1, H ′1 ∈ a with ‖H1‖ = ‖H
′
1‖ = 1, there exists an open
neighborhood U of k0 and ε > 0 such that for any χ ∈ C∞c (U,C) there exists a constant C
depending on U, ε, χ such that the following inequality holds,∣∣∣∣
∫
K
eifH,H′ (k)χ(k)u(k)dk
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C‖u‖C3
∑
s∈w
Ω(s−1H,H ′)−1/2
for all H ∈ {b1(H1 + b2H2) ∈ a|b1 ∈ R, |b2| < ε}, H ′ ∈ {c1(H ′1 + c2H
′
2) ∈ a|c1 ∈ R, |c2| < ε} and
u ∈ C∞(K,C). Here H2, H ′2 are chosen so that {H1, H2}, {H
′
1, H
′
2} are orthonormal bases of a.
It is not hard to see that Lemma 5.2 implies Lemma 5.1. Fix k0 ∈ K. For (H1, H ′1) ∈ a×a with
‖H1‖ = ‖H ′1‖ = 1, let UH1,H′1 , εH1,H′1 be chosen according to Lemma 5.2. Thus we get a cover of
a×a by the conic subsets {(b1(H1+b2H2), c1(H ′1+c2H
′
2)) ∈ a×a|b1, c1 ∈ R, |b2| < εH1,H′1 , |c2| <
εH1,H′1}. Then there exists a finite subcover by a compactness argument. The intersection of
those UH1,H′1 ’s in this finite subcover gives the open neighborhood of k0 in Lemma 5.1.
Before we prove Lemma 5.2, we give a uniform estimate for the oscillatory integral of a specific
type. It could be regarded as a version of van der Corput lemma in higher dimensions (cf. Sogge
[12, Section 1.1]).
Lemma 5.3. Let d be a positive integer. For any L > 0, there exists a constant Cd,L such that
∣∣∣∣
∫
Rd
ei(t1x
2
1+···+tdx
2
d)/2u(x)dx1 . . . dxd
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cd,L‖u‖Cd
d∏
i=1
(1 + |ti|)
−1/2,
for all (t1, . . . , td) ∈ Rd and u ∈ C∞c ([−L,L]
d).
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction. Let I denote the interval [−L,L].
When d = 1, it is an easy consequence of Stein [14, Corollary, Page 334].
Now we assume the statement holds for d− 1. Then we prove the statement for d.
We take the partial integral with the first d− 1 variables,
⋆ =
∫
Rd
ei(t1x
2
1+···+tdx
2
d)/2u(x)dx1 . . . dxd =
∫
I
eitdx
2
d/2u˜(t1, . . . , td−1;xd)dxd,
where
u˜(t1, . . . , td−1;xd) =
∫
Rd−1
ei(t1x
2
1+···+td−1x
2
d−1)/2u(x)dx1 . . . dxd−1.
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It is important that the term u˜(t1, . . . , td−1; ·) is viewed as a function in xd and it belongs to
C∞c (I). Then the statement for d = 1 yields
| ⋆ | ≤ C1,L ‖u˜(t1, . . . , td−1; ·)‖C1(I) (1 + |td|)
−1/2.
By definition,
‖u˜(t1, . . . , td−1; ·)‖C1(I) = max
{
sup
xd∈R
|u˜(t1, . . . , td−1;xd)|, sup
xd∈R
|∂xd u˜(t1, . . . , td−1;xd)|
}
.
According to the statement for d− 1, we have
|u˜(t1, . . . , td−1;xd)| ≤ Cd−1,L‖u(·, xd)‖Cd−1(Id−1)
d−1∏
i=1
(1 + |ti|)
−1/2,
here u(·, xd) with fixed xd is viewed as a function in C∞c (I
d−1). Hence,
sup
xd∈R
|u˜(t1, . . . , td−1;xd)| ≤ Cd−1,L‖u‖Cd−1(Id)
d−1∏
i=1
(1 + |ti|)
−1/2
for supxd∈R‖u(·, xd)‖Cd−1(Id−1) ≤ ‖u‖Cd−1(Id). Since
[∂xd u˜](t1, . . . , td−1;xd) =
∫
Rd−1
ei(t1x
2
1+···+td−1x
2
d−1)/2[∂xdu](x)dx1 . . . dxd−1,
it is similar to get
sup
xd∈R
|[∂xd u˜](t1, . . . , td−1;xd)| ≤ Cd−1,L‖∂xdu‖Cd−1(Id)
d−1∏
i=1
(1 + |ti|)
−1/2.
Note that ‖∂xdu‖Cd−1(Id) ≤ ‖u‖Cd(Id). Then the statement for d is proved. 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. We set H = b1(H1 + b2H2), H
′ = c1(H
′
1 + c2H
′
2), then have
fH,H′(k) = b1c1fH1+b2H2,H′1+c2H′2(k).
In Section 4, we have worked out different local normal forms of fH,H′(k) when H1, H
′
1 and
k0 vary. Here we should derive the local estimates according to the local normal forms. We shall
keep in mind that some local estimates do saturate the upper bound (or a term of it) while some
local estimates do not! Although there seem to be many different situations, we only discuss two
situations here. It will be straightforward to verify the remaining cases since the arguments are
essentially similar.
We first consider the simple case when k0 is not a critical point of fH1,H′1 . We do not work
on the local normal forms for this case in Section 4 because the corresponding local estimate
will be derived easily in the following way. It is clear that k0 remains not to be a critical point
of fH1+b2H2,H′1+c2H′2 when |b2|, |c2| ≤ ε, here ε is chosen sufficiently small. If we choose the
neighborhood U of k0 to be sufficiently small, then the points inside U have the same property
as well as k0. Given χ ∈ C∞c (U,C), integration by parts yields that there exists a constant C
depending on χ such that
|
∫
K
eifH,H′ (k)χ(k)u(k)dk| ≤ C‖u‖C3(1 + |b1c1|)
−3
for u ∈ C∞(K,C). Here the order 3 in C3 matches the exponent−3, which means, the integration
by parts is applied for 3 times. It is obvious that there exists a constant C such that
(1 + |b1c1|)
−3 ≤ CΩ(s−1H,H ′)−1/2
for all s ∈ w, b1, c1 ∈ R and |b2|, |c2| ≤ ε.
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Next, we discuss the case of Theorem 4.1. We could assume the coordinate patch of κ is of
the form (−ε, ε)× (−ε, ε)× U . Then ε, resp. U is the constant, resp. neighborhood of k0 which
the lemma desires. For fixed b2, c2, we let κ(b2, c2; ·) : U → R3 denote the map k → κ(b2, c2; k).
We have
fH,H′(k) = fH,H′(k0)−
1
2
3∑
i=1
sαi(H)αi(H
′)x˜2i ,
here x˜i : (−ε, ε) × (−ε, ε) × U → R depends on b2, c2 but does not depend on b1, c1. Let
χ ∈ C∞c (U,C). Then the integral over K becomes an integral over R
3,∫
K
eifH,H′ (k)χ(k)u(k)dk = ±eifH,H′(k0)
∫
R3
e−i[
∑
3
i=1
sαi(H)αi(H
′)x˜2i ]/2u˜(b2, c2; x˜)dx˜,
here [κ(b2, c2; ·)]∗u˜(b2, c2; x˜)dx˜ = χ(k)u(k)dk and the sign is determined by whether κ preserves
the orientation of K. Beware that the sign does not matter since we always consider the absolute
value of the integral. We know that there exists L > 0 such that [κ(b2, c2; ·)] suppχ ⊆ [−L,L]3
when |b2|, |c2| < ε. Applying Lemma 5.3, we show that the absolute value of the integral is less
than
C3,L‖u˜(b2, c2; ·)‖C3([−L,L]3)Ω(s
−1H,H ′)−1/2.
According to the property of the norm ‖·‖C3(K,C), we have ‖u˜(b2, c2, ·)‖C3([−L,L]3) ≤ C‖u‖C3(K,C),
for u ∈ C∞(K,C) and |b2|, |c2| < ε. Here the constant C depends on κ and χ but does not depend
on u.
Regarding other cases, we could derive the local estimate similarly. We mention a few points
in brief. In the case of Corollary 4.3, x˜23/2 is replaced by x˜3 in the local normal form. It will not
hurt our local estimate since the integral decays faster than the bound demands. In the case of
Theorem 4.7, we do not know κ−1(b2, c2; 0) when b2, c2 vary. But to apply Lemma 5.3, it suffices
to have κ(b2, c2; ·) suppχ contained in a cube with a bounded size when |b2|, |c2| < ε.

6. An estimate for spherical functions
Duistermaat proved the following result for general real connected semisimple Lie groups.
Theorem 6.1 ([5] Theorem 1.1). There is a real analytic map Ψ : p→ K such that
H ◦ exp
[
Ad(Ψ(Y )−1)Y
]
= prp,a (Y ) , Y ∈ p.
Furthermore, the map ΦY : K→ K, k→ k ·Ψ(Ad(k−1)Y ) is a diffeomorphism for each Y ∈ p.
Now we deduce the estimate for the oscillatory integral (1.4) by Theorem 1.2.
Proposition 6.2. For any compact subset ω of a, there exists a constant Cω such that∣∣∣∣
∫
K
eiλ(H(expH·k))u(k)dk
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cω‖u‖C3(K,C)
∑
s∈w
Ω(s−1H,λ∨)−1/2
for all H ∈ ω, λ ∈ a∗, u ∈ C∞(K,C).
Proof. Let H ′ = λ∨. With the diffeomorphism ΦH : K→ K given by Theorem 6.1, we have∫
K
eiλ(H(expH·k))u(k)dk = ±
∫
K
Φ∗H
(
eiλ(H(expH·k))u(k)dk
)
,
here the sign is up to whether ΦH preserves the orientation.
According to the property of Ψ in Theorem 6.1, we have
λ [H(expH · ΦH(k))] = λ
[
prp,a
(
Ad(k−1)H
)]
= B(Ad(k−1)H,H ′) = fH,H′(k).
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Then the integral is equal to
±
∫
K
eifH,H′ (k)u(ΦH(k))JH(k)dk,
here Φ∗H(dk) = JH(k)dk, JH ∈ C
∞(K,C). Theorem 1.2 tells that the absolute value of the
integral is less than
C‖u ◦ ΦH · JH‖C3(K,C)
∑
s∈w
Ω(s−1H,H ′)−1/2.
For fixed H , we have
‖u ◦ ΦH · JH‖C3(K,C) ≤ CH‖u‖C3(K,C),
here CH depends on H continuously because ΦH depends on H smoothly. When H belongs to
a compact subset ω, CH is bounded from above and the estimate is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let uH(k) = e
−ρ(H(expH·k)). We have
φλ(expH) =
∫
K
eiλ(H(expH·k))uH(k)dk.
WhenH belongs to the compact subset ω, ‖uH‖C3(K,C) is bounded from above. Then Proposition
6.2 implies our estimate for the spherical functions. 
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